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Abstract
The field of observational gravitational wave astronomy has begun in earnest, starting
with the detection of the strain signal from the binary black hole merger GW150914 by
the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) in 2015. The current
incarnation of the LIGO observatories, known as Advanced LIGO, has achieved strain
sensitivities on the order of 10−23 /
√
Hz in the hundreds of Hz region, which has en-
abled unambiguous detection of astrophysical gravitational wave signals. Nevertheless,
the scientific output from the LIGO observatories is constrained by the instrumental
performance and sensitivity, as there remain many more distant and exotic sources to be
observed.
This thesis describes a few topics in experimental gravitational physics, broadly unified
by the desire to improve the performance and sensitivity of gravitational wave interfer-
ometers. First, it describes an experimental effort to search for a novel form of nonlinear
mechanical noise that may be relevant for the ultimate performance of the mirror sus-
pension systems used throughout the instrument. Next, it summarizes work done at the
CalTech 40m LIGO controls prototype to realize its fully operational state, and a novel
automated controls algorithm developed and tested there that may be useful in simpli-
fying the control of current and future interferometers. Finally, it describes work done
on a system to identify and subtract unwanted noise couplings out of recorded aLIGO
strain data in an automated fashion. The noise subtraction system applied to GW150914
is demonstrated to reduce the uncertainties of the black hole mass parameters by about
10%.
This thesis has the internal LIGO document number P1700380.
vPublished Content and
Contributions
Chapter 2 is adapted fromVajente,Quintero, et al. [1]. E. A. Quintero performed
the construction and characterization of the initial measurement prototype, developed
the demodulation analysis, assisted in the conceptual design and assembly of the
improved measurement system, and contributed to the writing of the manuscript for
publication.
1G.Vajente, E. A.Quintero, et al., “An instrument to measure mechanical
up-conversion phenomena in metals in the elastic regime”, Review of Scientific
Instruments 87, 065107 (2016) 10.1063/1.4953114.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Einstein’s theory ofGeneral Relativity is our current best understanding of the physics of
extremelymassive objects. [1] The defining characteristic ofGeneral Relativity is the con-
cept that gravitation can be understood as the fundamentally geometric effect of space-
time curvature. According toMisner et al. [2], “space-time tells matter how to move;
matter tells space-time how to curve.” Furthermore, Einstein found that his theory sup-
ported wave solutions in the linearised weak-field regime[3], though there was debate
over their physical reality and skepticism concerning the feasibility of their detection.
On human scales, however, space-time is extremely stiff. Our onlymeans of investigating
systems massive enough to exhibit strongly relativistic behavior is through the observa-
tions of astrophysical systems. The Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) observatories[4], located
in Hanford, WA and Livingston, LA, were constructed with the goal of observing gravi-
tational waves of astrophysical origin, especially those arising from the dynamics of black
holes and neutron stars.
Operating at a space-time strain sensitivity on the order of 10−23 /
√
Hz during their first
observing run [5], the aLIGO observatories made the first direct observation of gravita-
tional waves [6], from the merger of two black holes. This discovery has begun the era
of gravitational wave astronomy, which will enable many new kinds of observations that
will inform and expand our understanding of the universe.
This chapter will briefly summarize the manifestation of gravitational waves within the
framework of General Relativity and their effect on matter, the measurement principle
and conceptual design of the aLIGOobservatories, and the instrumental systems that are
relevant for the content of this thesis.
21.1 GravitationalWaves in General Relativity
The metric tensor gµν, or simply the metric, is a fundamental quantity of space-time in
General Relativity, as it allows us to quantify intervals in space and time as we measure
them, via ds2 = gµνdxµdxν. To find the metric for a given configuration of matter and
energy defined by the stress-energy tensorTµν, onemust solve the Einstein field equation:
Gµν =
8pi
c4
Tµν (1.1)
Here,Gµν is the Einstein tensor, which is a compact tensor representation of space-time
curvature and a function of the metric.
Distant from any massive objects,Tµν ≈ 0, and the space-time curvature is small. In this
weak-field limit, we may solve the Einstein field equation to find that the metric can be
written as
gµν ≈ ηµν + hµν (1.2)
where ηµν is the Minkowski metric of flat space-time, and hµν is a small perturbation of
much smaller magnitude. In the transverse-traceless gauge, hµν can be understood as a
strain in space-time itself, causing a relative change in the distance between two points in
space-time.
In thisweak field limit, it canbe shown that the followingwave equationholds for hµν[2]:(
∇2 − 1
c2
∂2
∂t2
)
hµν = 0 (1.3)
Thus, empty space-time can support gravitational waves, transverse fluctuations of the
space-time metric that propagate at c. Plane wave solutions to the wave equation travel-
ing along the z axis can be written in the transverse traceless gauge as:
hµν(z, t) =

0 0 0 0
0 −h+ h× 0
0 h× h+ 0
0 0 0 0

sin
(
ω(t − zc )
)
(1.4)
where h+ and h× are the two possible orthogonal polarizations, and ω is the angular
frequency of the wave.
The simplest conditions necessary for the generation of gravitational waves is a time-
varying mass quadrupole moment [7]:
hµν(t, r) = 2Grc4
ÜIµν(t − rc ) (1.5)
3For instance, a pair of point masses in circular orbit about their common center of mass
with constant orbital frequency ωo has a quadrupole moment with terms proportional
to sin2(ωot). This in turn causes the emission of gravitational waves at a frequency of
2ωo.
Naturally, gravitationalwaves carry energy, and therebywould cause the orbit of twomas-
sive objects to decay. InTaylor et al. [8] a pulsar consisting of binary neutron stars was
observed, and its orbital decay matches the prediction of energy loss via gravitational ra-
diation. This was a key observation which confirmed the physical reality of gravitational
waves.
41.2 Making GravitationalWaves Observable
In order to record a gravitational wave signal with some scientific apparatus, the wave
must be transduced into some physical quantity that is more conveniently measured.
One of the threads of thought that contributed to the early conceptions of LIGO was
that a gravitational wave would affect the time of flight of light traveling between two
freely falling test masses. Following the derivation in Saulson [7], let us consider an
incident sinusoidal plane wave in the + polarization with angular frequency ωGW , am-
plitude h, and wave vector k = ωGWc zˆ. Since light follows trajectories satisfying ds
2 = 0,
the time to travel a distance L along the x-axis in the transverse-traceless gauge is, to first
order in h:
τ =
1
c
∫ L
0
dx
√
gx,x (1.6)
≈ 1
c
∫ L
0
dx
(
1 + 12h cos(ωGW t)
)
(1.7)
=τ0
(
1 +
hc
2
sinc(ωGWτ0)
)
(1.8)
where τ0 B Lc is the travel time absent a gravitational wave. A ray of light simultane-
ously propagating along the y-axis will experience a similar shift in travel time due to the
gravitational wave, but with opposite sign, since hx,x = −hy,y . Thus, the two rays will
experience a dierential phase shift due to the incident gravitational wave.
Given this differential character, the perpendicular arms of aMichelson laser interferom-
eter (see Figure 1.1) lend themselves naturally to the transduction of a gravitational waves,
as the recombination of the beams that have traveled to the end mirrors and back con-
verts the phase shift into intensity fluctuations at the output (a.k.a. anti-symmetric) port
of the interferometer.
In this case, the resultant difference in the light travel times corresponds to a differential
phase shift according to:
∆φ(t) = 2pic
λ
τ0 sinc(ωGWτ0) h cos(ωGW t) (1.9)
This phase shift changes the interference condition of the recombined beams at the out-
put of the interferometer. If the interferometer is illuminated with a plane wave
Ein = E0e
i 2picλ t (1.10)
The power at the output of the interferometer follows
PAS =
E2in
2
(1 − cos(∆φ(t))) (1.11)
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of a Michelson interferometer for the transduction
of gravitational waves to light intensity at the interferometer output. Laser light of wave-
length λ is incident on a beam-splitter, which sends half of the power down the two per-
pendicular arms of length L. The light reflects off of the end mirrors, and recombines at
the beam-splitter. Any differential phase shift experienced by the light while in the arms
will manifest as a change in the interference condition at the output.
Thus, the Michelson interferometer gives us a means of transducing gravitational waves
into optical power fluctuations, which are readily measurable. Furthermore, this is con-
ceptually similar to how Michelson interferometers are used for measurements of dif-
ferential length fluctuations of its arms via ∆φ = 2piλ ∆L Thus, the apparent differential
length change due to an incident gravitational wave follows
∆L(t) = L sinc(ωGWτ0) h cos(ωGW t) (1.12)
These expressions can be simplified if we assume that ωGWτ0  1, which physically
means that themetric perturbation is effectively constant during the time any givenwave-
front is propagating up and down an arm. Then, sinc(ωGWτ0) ≈ 1 and we recover a
simple linear transduction of
∆L(t)
L
= h(t) (1.13)
which reinforces the conception of a gravitational wave manifesting as space-time strain.
We can see from these expressions that the sensitivity of theMichelson interferometer un-
surprisingly depends explicitly on its baseline length. However, for a gravitational wave
signal such as GW150914, with a peak strain on the order of 10−21 [6], the required base-
line for a simple Michelson would have to be enormous in order to overcome the shot
6noise of the laser light. This is incredibly impractical, and furthermore would conflict
with the time-of-flight approximation discussed above. Thus, while optical transduction
of a gravitational wave with a Michelson interferometer is conceptually simple, we must
introduce more sophisticated optical techniques to make it work in practice.
71.3 GravitationalWave Interferometer Design
We will now briefly examine the optical configuration and the control systems necessary
to operate the aLIGO interferometers. Wewillmake several simplifications, as a complete
description is beyond the scope of this work. For fuller treatments, see Aasi et al. [4],
Mizuno et al. [9], Ward [10], Adhikari [11], Staley et al. [12], Martynov [13],
Hall [14], and Izumi and Sigg [15].
1.3.1 Enhancing Interferometer Sensitivity with Resonant
Cavities
One way to enhance the response of a gravitational wave interferometer would be to use
resonant Fabry-Pérot cavities in place of the long baselineMichelson arms. The resonant
cavity effectively provides a greater phase response to length fluctuations that aMichelson
arm, due to the increased light buildup and storage time. This does, however, decrease
the response bandwidth of the interferometer.
However, there are still several practical drawbacks. Even if one separates the light re-
flected back through the input (symmetric) port via polarization rotation or Faraday iso-
lators to prevent illumination of the laser light source, one is effectivelywasting a substan-
tial amount of energy in light that carries a gravitational wave signal. One solution is to
introduce an additional resonant cavity through the introduction of a partially transmis-
sive mirror before the beamsplitter, referred to as power recycling. Furthermore, one can
arrange the differential distance of the input test masses from the beamsplitter to operate
on the dark fringe of theMichelson, thereby resonating themaximum available power in
the power recycling cavity (PRC). This can greatly increase the power buildup in the arm
cavities, further enhancing the sensitivity; this was the basic configuration of the initial
iterations of LIGO [16].
A practical drawback of increasing the light power stored in the arm cavities via increased
finesse and power recycling gain is the narrowing of the interferometer bandwidth; while
the low frequency response is enhanced, the interferometer loses the ability to sense high
frequency sources. Since there are many technical noise sources at low frequencies that
limit the utility of sensitivity gains in that band, it is desirable to broaden the frequency
response of the instrument without reducing the power stored in the arms.
One way of achieving this goal is resonant sideband extraction (RSE), first described in
Mizuno [18]. In this scheme, an additional partially transmissive mirror is placed at the
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Figure 6: A schematic of the aLIGO interferometer setup.
A Definitions and setup
A.1 Length degrees of freedom
We define the length DOFs as follows,
DARM: L  =
Lx   Ly
2
,
CARM: L+ =
Lx + Ly
2
,
PRCL: lp = l
0
p +
lx + ly
2
,
MICH: l  =
lx   ly
2
,
SRCL: ls = l
0
s +
lx + ly
2
.
(37)
The optical distances are graphically shown in figure 6.
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Figure 2: A schematic of the aLIGO interferometer setup.
2.2 Interferometric properties
We characterize the arm cavities by defining their reflectivities because we are always inter-
ested in the fields in reflection rather than that in transmission. We write the amplitude
reflectivity as,
ra ⌘ re (t
2
i + r
2
i )  ri
1  rire , rˆa ⌘  
re (t
2
i + r
2
i ) + ri
1 + rire
, (2)
where the first one denotes the reflectivity for the carrier light which is resonant and the other
for the rf sidebands which are assumed to be exact anti-resonant. Note that we use a sign
convention such that the reflectivity for the carrier ra is positive for an over-coupled cavity,
as opposed to that of the previous study [1]. Additionally, the interferometric conditions for
the carrier and rf sideband fields are summarized in table 1.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the aLIGODRSE optical configuration, includ-
ing the output mode cleaner (OMC). Adapted from Izumi and Sigg [17].
anti-symmetric port (see Figure 1.2). However, in contrast to a power recycling cavity, the
length of this signal recycling cavity formed by the addition of this mirror can be tuned
to be anti-resonant for the carrier light. This effectively increases the linewidth of the
differential arm mode of the interferometer without reducing the power buildup in the
arms. This addition of power recycling and signal extraction cavities to a Fabry-Pérot
Michelson interferometer is called dual-resonant sideband extraction (DRSE). We will
also refer to the vertex recycling cavities as the dual-recycled Michelson, or DRMI. This
is the essential optical configuration of the Advanced LIGO detectors.
91.3.2 Angular Cavity Dynamics
The test masses are subject to torque from the radiation pressure of the resonant field
depending on the spot position, and the resultant angular motion will move the spot
position in turn. Working out the dynamics of this system, two orthogonal modes of
radiationpressure induced cavity tilt are evident for each angular degree of freedom(pitch
and yaw): a “hard” and “soft” mode [19] (see Figure 1.3). While the hard mode exerts a
restoring torque, the soft mode on its own is unstable. When the soft mode’s radiation
pressure angular spring constant exceeds that of the restoringmechanical spring constant
of the mirror suspensions, the angular motion of the cavity mirrors becomes unstable.
This occurs at the power given by:
P =
κc(1 − g)
2Lλa
(1.14)
where κ is the mechanical angular spring constant, c is the speed of light, g is the cavity
g-factor, L is the cavity length and λa is the soft mode eigenvalue of the transformation
from pitch and yaw into the hard and soft angular modes.
1.3.3 Interferometric Length Sensing
It is generally necessary to use active feedback control to maintain the desired resonant
operating condition in the interferometer, a complex affair due to the existence of mul-
tiple degrees of freedom. Modulating the phase of the input laser light field provides a
manner of measuring the relative phase shifts of different field components, which in
turn carry information about the dynamics of the interferometer lengths. By detecting
and demodulating the light fields at various points in the interferometer, it is possible to
obtain linear feedback signals for the necessary degrees of freedom.
The length degrees of freedom that lend themselves to interferometric sensing and con-
trol are made up of combinations of the lengths labeled in Figure 1.2. Specifically, they
are: the differential and common arm cavity lengths (DARM and CARM, respectively),
the power recycling and signal recycling cavity lengths (PRCL and SRCL, respectively),
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Figure 5-1. Illustration of the orthogonal modes of cavity tilt. The upper diagram shows tilts
given by eigenvector⌥vb and the lower diagram shows⌥va.
displacement a and cavity axis tilt   is also calculated for each eigenmode using the geometric
relationship between a set of mirror tilts and their cavity axis as derived in Appendix C.2. Figure
5-1 illustrates a cavity in each of the two eigenmodes when using the parameters from Table 5-1.
5.1.2 Soft and Hard Modes
The torque to angle transfer function of each of these eigenmodes has the same form as that
of a single pendulum (Eq. 4–8), but the torsion constant is modified. More importantly, the spring
constant is modified differently for each mode, yielding distinct behaviors of the two eigenmodes.
In this section, we analyze these behaviors and accordingly introduce the names soft and hard to
use in place of a and b for describing the two modes.
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Figure 1.3: Depiction of the common and differential angular cavitymotionmode, whose
stiffnesses aremodifiedby the torque inducedby radiationpressure. Adapted fromDoo-
ley [19].
and the shortMichelson differential displacement (MICH). These are defined as follows:
DARM: L−≡
Lx − Ly
2
(1.15)
CARM: L+≡
Lx + Ly
2
PRCL: lp ≡ l′p +
lx + ly
2
SRCL: ls ≡ l′s +
lx + ly
2
MICH: l− ≡
lx − ly
2
Sideband fields created by frontal phase modulation are a critical component of sensing
and controlling the state of the interferometer. In the aLIGODRSE scheme, twomodu-
lation frequencies are used, which we will refer to by f1,2 (andω1,2 for angular frequency
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as convenient). In aLIGO, f 1 is approximately 9MHz and f2 ≡ 5 f1, which was chosen
to be an exact multiple so that one RF oscillator can serve to synthesize all of the neces-
sary signals. The desired interferometric conditions for the carrier field and the first order
sideband fields is shown inTable 1.1, which is achieved through the choice ofmacroscopic
cavity lengths that create the desired free spectral range and resonance spectrum.
Table 1.1: Summary of desired interferometric conditions for the aLIGODRSE scheme.
Frequency Offset [Hz] Arm Cavity PRC SRC
0 (Carrier) Resonant Resonant Anti-resonant
± f1 Off Resonance Resonant Anti-resonant
± f2 Off Resonance Resonant Resonant
In addition to these resonance conditions, the MICH degree of freedom is held at the
dark fringe condition, as mentioned previously. Nominally, this would not allow for
any light to be present inside of the signal recycling cavity, rendering signal extraction
inoperable. For this reason, a small asymmetry is introduced between lx and ly , a.k.a./
the Schnupp Asymmetry. This breaks the clean separation between the common and
differential vertex signals, but seeds the necessary resonating f2 fields in the SRC, and
additionally allows for the sensing of SRCL andMICH signals at the reflected port.
When a cavity length fluctuates at a particular audio frequency, audio frequency side-
bands are imparted onto any resonating or reflected carrier or sideband fields — the am-
plitude of which depends on the resonance condition for that particular field. Optical
beats between various fields can be demodulated to recover the audio frequency signal
encoded upon them, as with the common Pound-Drever-Hall cavity stabilization tech-
nique [20]. Roughly, we seek todemodulate components of optical beats that look some-
thing like [15, 21]:
Si =
(
∂Ea
∂Li
⊗ Eb + Ea ⊗ ∂Eb
∂Li
)
∆Liei(ωa−ωb)t (1.16)
Here, Ea,b and ωa,b are carrier and/or sideband fields’ complex field amplitudes and an-
gular frequencies, Li is the length degree of freedom of interest, ⊗ represents an optical
beat, and Si is an RF component of the total field intensity incident on an RF photode-
tector. These RF photodetectors sample the field at various interferometer ports, each
field having different dependency on the length signals themselves. There are two in-
dependent signals that may be derived via demodulation, commonly referred to as the
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in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q), such that two degrees of freedom can be derived from
one optical heterodyne beat. The sampled ports include the reflected field (REFL), the
power-recycling cavity pick-off field (POP) and the output field at the anti-symmetric
port (AS).
Table 1.2: Summary of optical heterodyne signals used for steady-state interferometric
length sensing in aLIGO [13, 15]
Length Port, Demod. Frequency Field Products
DARM AS f2 dECarrier ⊗ E± f2
CARM REFL f1 dECarrier ⊗ E± f1
PRCL POP f1 dECarrier ⊗ E± f1 , ECarrier ⊗ dE± f1
SRCL POP f2 ECarrier ⊗ dE± f2
MICH POP f2 ECarrier ⊗ dE± f2
Izumi and Sigg [15] describe the dependence of all of the RF photodetector responses
to the various length degrees of freedom for the aLIGO interferometers. The ports and
demodulation frequencies for the optical heterodyne readout of the length degrees of
freedom is shown in Table 1.2. In practice, signals from the AS port are only used to
measure and control DARM, in part because it would be undesirable to have any com-
peting feedback effects from other length control loops. All of the other length degrees
of freedom have their length signals derived from the REFL and POP sensors. While
the CARM signal generally dominates the content of the REFL and POP signals, using
high-bandwidth analog laser frequency control suppresses the CARM influence on the
residual POP and REFL signals, allowing for their use to control the DRMI.
Another enhancement designed for aLIGO was the use of an output mode cleaner at
the anti-symmetric port, a ring cavity that only transmits the fundamental spatial mode
of the carrier field, which is allowed to leak into the SRC and out of the AS port via a
small DARM offset. This offset creates a first order coupling of DARM fluctuation to
DC power transmitted through the OMC and providing a low noise strain signal, as the
OMCrejects unwantednoise couplings due tohigher order spatialmodes andphasenoise
of the phase modulation oscillator.
Although all of various cavity mirrors are seismically isolated via passive mechanical sus-
pensions and active isolation platforms, their residual motion is larger than the linear op-
erating regime of the interferometer. Thus, it is necessary to engage active feedback con-
trol, applying corrective actuation to maintain all of the cavities at their desired operat-
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ing point. Themirror suspensions themselves are equippedwith electromagnetic and/or
electrostatic actuators which adjust themirror position. The input laser frequency is also
actively stabilized to the CARM degree of freedom by adjusting the error point of the
laser’s frequency stabilization system via an additive offset (AO); this in turn uses a com-
bination of broadband phase modulation, and adjustment of the input mode cleaner
length.
Apart from the interferometric length stabilization loops, there are hundreds of auxil-
iary control loops that are necessary for the optimal operation of the detectors, including
thermal control of the testmass optics, angular control of the suspended optics, the active
seismic isolation platforms, the laser frequency control, and more. This is all coordinate
through a real-timedigital control system, inwhich signals are digitized, user defined logic
is applied to the signals, and actuation signals are synthesized and sent to actuators. The
digital nature of this system allows for complex and interconnected logic between the var-
ious subsystems. Themajority of the real-time control system operates at a sampling rate
of 16 384Hz, which in practice affords digital control loops with control bandwidths of
up to 100–200Hz.
1.3.4 Advanced LIGO Locking
As will be discussed in some more detail in Section 4.1, bringing the interferometer to
its operating point — where all cavities are at the desired resonant condition and all the
length degrees of freedom are under stable feedback control — is a very nontrivial af-
fair, as the various cavities interact with each other in complex nonlinear ways. Here we
will briefly describe two strategies employed in aLIGO that make the locking acquisition
process more deterministic. Substantial information about development of the aLIGO
locking procedures can be found in Staley et al. [12] andMartynov [13].
The primary complication that these strategies seek to simplify is the separation of initial
control of the arm cavities and the DRMI cavities. The effective reflectivity of the arm
cavities for the carrier light changes dramatically if the arm is flashing in and out of reso-
nance, which makes the usual optical heterodyne signal unsuitable for stable control, as
they depend directly on the carrier field amplitude (see Table 1.2).
Arm Length Stabilization
The Arm Length Stabilization (ALS) system, as developed inMullavey et al. [22] and
Izumi et al. [23], is a scheme employing frequency-doubled green laser light from auxil-
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CHAPTER 3. MULTI-COLOR INTERFEROMETRY FOR LOCK
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Figure 3.6: Schematic view of the multi-color interferometry setup for arm
length stabilisation.
An advantage in the use of this multi-color technique is that it provides
signals with a substantially wide linear range with respect to the arm length.
Thus the active control can be immediately engaged without fail. Moreover it
can control the arm lengths such that the arm cavities are optically decoupled
from the rest of the interferometer because of the wide linear range. As a
consequent it avoids obstructions in the DRMI signals. On the other hand,
one drawback is that this technique requires a large number of additional
hardwares such as electronics, mirrors and lasers.
Recently the technique has been chosen to be a standard technique for
lock acquisition in aLIGO and KAGRA. Although the working principle of
the ALS technique has been demonstrated by Mullavey et. al [12] in a short-
baseline cavity, the ALS technique needed further tests in a more realistic
configuration, which are summarized in chapter 5. Moreover the most im-
portant verification is the feasibility check — the noise performance must
satisfy the requirement for aLIGO. This is summarized in chapter 6.
This section describes the working principle of the ALS technique. The
system can be divided into three subsystems and each of them is explained
in sections 3.4.2, 3.4.3 and 3.4.4 respectively. Then the requirements are
discussed in section 3.4.5.
3.4.2 Auxiliary Lasers for Sensing the Arm Length
To provide another sensor for the arm lengths, frequency-doubled Nd:YAG
(Nd-doped Y3Al5O12) lasers are introduced via second-harmonic generation
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Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of the ALS subsystem. The green PDH locking
components and second arm cavity are excluded for simplicity. Adapted from Izumi
[24].
iary IR lasers that is PDH frequency locked to a single arm cavity to derive a cavity length
signal that is independent from the mai IR laser light at is resent in the DRMI and
subject to complex cavity couplings. A dichroic mirror coating on the test masses creates
a lower finesse cavity for the green light. The transmitted green light is then interfered
with frequency doubled light derived from the main input laser, as shown in Figure 1.4.
Because of the PDH frequency locking, the green light frequency follows the free swing-
ing arm cavity motion within the PDH control bandwidth. Then, the optical beat be-
tween main laser green light and transmitted green light, which can be measured with
a phase locked loop, carries information regarding the relative motion between the arm
cavity and the input laser frequency, which in turn can be used as a new error signal to
stabilize the arm cavity length with respect to the main laser frequency.
Sincewe desire to control the arms in theCARM/DARMbasis, aLIGOuses a secondop-
tical beat between the green transmitted light from both arm cavities to create a DARM
signal. Given the length of the arm cavity and the test mass seismic isolation, the singl
arm gree beat with the mai laser mostly tracks that laser frequency noise, as is eeded
for CARM control. As long as the optical beat frequencies are accurately tracked, and
the auxiliary green light remains stably locked to the arm cavity, the arm cavities can be
controlled to remain anywhere along their IR resonance profile through an offset in the
CARM control loop. This allows the arms to be stably held off of IR resonance while
acquiring control of the DRMI.
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ThirdHarmonic Demodulation Technique
In order to reduce the influence of carrier light fluctuation, Arai [25] showed that one
could derive signals from the optical beat at three times the modulation frequencies.
While we usually only consider the first order sidebands that result from phase modu-
lation, there are in reality many higher order PM sidebands that result, albeit with much
reduced magnitude. Due to the FSR of the cavities, the second order PM sidebands can
be used as stable local oscillators that will not interact with the cavities, and thereby pro-
vide a consistent field product that only depends on the interaction of the first-order side-
band fields with the DRMI. (See Table 1.3) In truth, the sensitivity of these signals to the
carrier is not zero, but the influence is reduced enough that theDRMImaybemaintained
stably on resonance regardless of the state of carrier light in the arm cavities.
Table 1.3: Summary of optical heterodyne signals used for the third harmonic demodu-
lation technique in aLIGO
Length Port, Demod. Frequency Field Products
PRCL REFL 3 f1 dE± f1 ⊗ E∓2 f1
SRCL REFL 3 f2 dE± f2 ⊗ E∓2 f2
MICH REFL 3 f2 dE± f2 ⊗ E∓2 f2
aLIGO Lock Acquisition Sequence
Ideally, one could acquire control of the arm cavities with the ALS system, acquire con-
trol of the DRMI with the 3 f signals, and directly transition from ALS to IR optical
heterodyne signals on resonance. Unfortunately, in part due to the dichroic mirror coat-
ings for the ETMs currently not meeting their specification, it is necessary to slowly ap-
proach resonance while the arms are under ALS control and use an intermediate IR sig-
nal, as the residual cavity fluctuations while using ALS are wider than the interferometer
linewidth [12].
Thus, the aLIGO locking procedure proceeds as follows:
1. The auxiliary lasers at each end station are frequency locked to the arm cavities via
PDH reflection locking of the green light.
2. ALS control of the arm cavities is engaged, using the green optical beat signals.
The DARM control is held with zero offset, while an offset of a few single arm
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linewidths is introduced in the CARM control to avoid IR resonance of the main
laser light.
3. Control of the DRMI is acquired using the 3 f length signals.
4. TheCARMoffset is reduced to an intermediate point, where some IR light begins
to resonate in the arm cavities.
5. CARMcontrol is transitioned touse theDCpower transmission through the arms
as an error signal.
6. DARM control is transitioned to the AS f2 RF optical heterodyne signal.
7. The CARM offset is further reduced until the REFL f1 is viable, upon which it is
used as the error signal, and the CARM offset is reduced to zero.
8. The interferometer is now fully resonating and is now transitioned to the lower
noise DRMI length signals from the 1 f POP RFPDs.
9. A small DARM offset, on the order of a few picometers, is introduced to allow
some carrier light to exit the AS port. The OMC is locked to this carrier light, and
used as the final, low-noise, DARM length signal.
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Chapter 2
Nonlinear Noise in Terrestrial
GWDetector Suspensions
2.1 Background
The Advanced LIGO detectors are ground-based laser interferometers intended to ob-
serve gravitationalwaves [4]. Tobe successful, theLIGOdetectorsmust reach an extreme
displacement sensitivity in the audio frequency band. At the low frequency end of this
band (10–20Hz), the horizontal motion of the 40 kg fused silica mirrors, acting as test
masses, must be only about 10−19m/
√
Hz. Since the detector is located on the ground,
it employs complex seismic isolation systems to reduce the contamination of the sensi-
tivity by local seismic activity. The Advanced LIGO test mass suspension system [26,
27], shown schematically in Figure 2.1, consists of a quadruple pendulum for horizon-
tal isolation and incorporates three stages of 50 cm long cantilever spring pairs, made of
maraging steel [28] for vertical isolation. The suspension wires are also made of marag-
ing steel, with the exception of the lowest wires, which are made of fused silica bonded
to the mirror, to reduce thermal noise [29]. Any mechanical noise occurring within the
cantilevers or in the wires will propagate to the test mass at some level. In particular, the
lowest set of cantilever springs, which are installed in the second mass from the top (the
upper intermediate stage, or UIM), will couple most strongly to vertical displacement of
the test mass, since there is less vertical isolation between them and the test mass than
for those cantilevers that are higher up the chain. In turn, vertical motion of the test
mass will couple to its horizontal displacement, which is the degree of freedom which is
measured to detect gravitational waves, due to mechanical imbalances in the suspension
system and, ultimately, to the Earth’s curvature [26]. Thus, even if the impulsive strain
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events at the test mass are small, their combined influence can introduce background
noise which could limit the interferometer sensitivity.
Metals can also exhibit creep noise [30]. Although the underlying micro-mechanics of
mechanical up-conversion and creep may be related, creep has a event rate that decreases
quickly after the initial stress, and experimental investigations have shown that the creep
can be reduced with the use of maraging steel [31–34]. Our experiment however focuses
on mechanical events that are continuously triggered by a time varying external pertur-
bation, such as the Advanced LIGO suspension cantilevers are subjected to by the local
micro-seismic activity of the ground. In addition, since it is virtually impossible to distin-
guish between events happening in the cantilevers from those happening in the suspen-
sion wires or in the clamps, our system mimics as close as possible the Advanced LIGO
configuration for cantilevers, wires and clamps.
It is known that crackling noise occurs when metals are stressed in the plastic regime.
In the Advanced LIGO suspensions, however, the cantilever and wires loads are solidly
within the macroscopically elastic regime, specifically ≈50% of the yield stress [28]. To
the best of our knowledge, there has been no in-depth investigation for potential discrete,
stochastic deviation from linear mechanical behavior in crystalline materials this far be-
low the engineering yield stress. Nevertheless, we can borrow insights from the existing
experiments and theories which have studied the problem in the plastic regime. First of
all, micro-pillar compression tests have demonstrated the dependence of event size on
the drivingmode: under load-controlledmode large bursts are seen, while displacement-
controlled mode leads to slipping events of smaller sizes [35]. It has also been shown that
the distribution of the size of crackling events depends on the stress and stress rate [36],
being skewed toward smaller sizes for lower external stress and stress rate. These predic-
tions have only been experimentally validated in the plastic regime, where burst sizes are
large enough to exceed instrumental noises. Thus, the question of the existence of non-
linear mechanical noise in the elastic regime remains open. Furthermore, the non-linear
mechanical noise we are trying to characterize in the elastic regime—which we will here-
after refer to as up-conversion noise—canhave intrinsically different physical origins from
the crackling noise studied in the plastic regime.
Due to the novelty of this investigation and lack of amicro-mechanical model which pre-
dicts the exact form of the expected signals, our experiment follows a different approach
with respect to what has been done previously. Instead of trying to detect individual
slip events, we focus on the stochastic noise that would arise as a sum of a large number
of small events. Such noise might have a non stationary nature, with power depend-
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Figure 2.1: The aLIGO testmass suspension system consists of a quadruple pendulum in-
corporating 3 stages of maraging steel cantilever springs. Drawing adapted fromAston
et al. [26].
ing on the external perturbation. In particular, given the performance of the Advanced
LIGO seismic isolation system, we expect that residual low frequency motion of the sus-
pension cantilevers could excite broadbandmechanical noise, resulting in non-linear up-
conversion and abroadbandpower spectrumof displacement noise, time-correlatedwith
the driving force or force rate. Thus, we may expect an increased rate of larger events
when the stress or stress rate of the cantilever is increased with respect to the equilibrium
position.
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2.2 Measurement method
Adirectmeasurement of the horizontal displacement noise introduced by up-conversion
events in theAdvancedLIGO suspension cantilevers would be impossible exceptwith an
apparatus which has the same displacement sensitivity as the Advanced LIGO interfer-
ometers [4]. However, any up-conversion noise at the level of theUIM cantilever springs
will be attenuated by the additional vertical isolation provided by the lower suspension
stages and by the relatively small coupling of vertical to horizontal test mass motion. For
this reason, the sensitivity of our apparatus does not have to reach the Advanced LIGO
level if we measure the vertical displacement of the cantilevers directly. A rough estimate
of the sensitivity needed in our setup goes as follows. At 10Hz the Advanced LIGO de-
sign displacement noise is of the order of 4 × 10−19m/√Hz [4]. Assuming a coupling
of vertical to horizontal of the order of 10−4 due mainly to earth’s curvature, this corre-
sponds to a vertical displacement noise, at the testmass level, of 4 × 10−15m/√Hz , with-
out assuming any additional isolationbetween the testmass and themaraging cantilevers.
This estimate has been confirmed using a model of the suspension system. Therefore we
set a target sensitivity for our system of 10−15m/
√
Hz at 10–20Hz, which will be suffi-
cient to probe up-conversion noise amplitudes relevant for Advanced LIGO.
However, as the magnitude of up-conversion noise is unknown and likely small, back-
ground noise sources will be a strong limiting factor in any measurement attempt. In
view of this, an important component of ourmeasurement strategy is tomake a differen-
tial measurement of the motion of two cantilever springs that are arranged to make their
response to background noise sources, such as seismic activity in the lab, as equal as pos-
sible. Since up-conversion noise occurs incoherently in each cantilever, a measurement
of the cantilevers’ differential displacement will be sensitive to up-conversion noise while
rejecting any noise they have in common.
We choose to make this kind of differential measurement with aMichelson interferome-
ter [37], wherein a laser beam incident on a partially transmissive mirror is split into two
beams which are retro-reflected by end mirrors mounted on masses suspended by the
cantilever springs being tested for up-conversion noise, which we will refer to as the test
cantilevers (see figure 2.2). When these beams recombine at the beam splitter, theywill in-
terfere constructively or destructively dependingon thedifferential path length thebeams
traversed on their way to the end mirrors, providing a means of transduction of motion
to optical power, which is then measured by a photodiode. Further detail describing the
optical signals present in the Michelson interferometer can be found in Section 2.2.1.
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Figure 2.2: Simplified schematic of the Michelson Interferometer layout employed. x1
and x2 represent themotion ofmirrors 1 and 2, which are suspended from test cantilevers
1 and 2 (not shown). “SY” and “AS” refer to the “symmetric” and “anti-symmetric” ports,
respectively.
Furthermore, rather than trying to measure the up-conversion events due to ambient
seismic motion, we can apply a controlled driving force, equal for both test cantilevers
(common mode) to excite more up-conversion events. As will be explained in more detail
in Section 2.2.3, this also allows us to enhance the apparatus’ sensitivity by incorporating
our knowledge of the drive, and can provide insight into the micro-mechanical nature of
the up-conversion events.
2.2.1 Utility of theMichelson Interferometer
A representative diagram of the interferometer design is shown in Figure 2.2. The quan-
tities x1 and x2 represent the vertical displacement of the end mirrors, M1 andM2, from
the equilibrium position of the cantilever springs they are suspended from. For the sake
of convenience, we will assume that the optical path lengths between the beam splitter
and each endmirror are equal. As a first step, we consider the optical signal present at the
photodiode at the anti-symmetric port of the interferometer, labeled “AS” in Figure 2.2.
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Wewill consider the laser light’s field amplitude incident on the beam splitter to be of the
form
Ein = E0eiωt (2.1)
whereω denotes the frequency of the laser light source, related to thewavelengthλ = 2picω
and to the wave number k = 2piλ . Then, the field exiting the beam splitter at the AS port
will be the superposition of the fields which independently traversed the two arms of the
interferometer:
EAS = E1 − E2, where (2.2)
Ei = 12Eine
2ik(L+xi), (2.3)
where L is the distance from thebeam splitter to the equilibriumpoint of each endmirror
and, in the second equation, i = 1, 2 refer to the field propagating in the two interferom-
eter arms. The minus sign in equation 2.2 is due to the fact that the field returning from
mirror 2 reflects off of the back surface of the beam splitter, and thus experiences a pi phase
shift relative to the light which reflected off of mirror 1 and the front surface of the beam
splitter.
Thus, the field amplitude and intensity at the AS port are given by
EAS = 12Eine
ik2L(eik x1 − eik x2) (2.4)
IAS = E∗ASEAS =
1
2E
2
in [1 − cos (k (x1 − x2))] (2.5)
Equation 2.5 shows the optical power measured by a photodiode at the AS port, which is
a function of the positions of the two end mirrors. Thus, the Michelson interferometer
naturally provides an optical signal that is only sensitive to differential displacements of
the two test cantilevers, providing, ideally, an infinite rejection of commonmodemotion.
However, the linear range of the signal is limited by the wavelength of the light used, as
can be seen by the sinusoidal functions of the displacement. So, to ensure linear read-
out, active feedback is used to keep the interferometer at the proper operating point [38].
Specifically, we employ a feedback loop that stabilizes the differential displacement by
applying differential force to the tip of the test cantilevers that is continuously tuned to
maintain constant power incident on the photodiode. This does not reduce the infor-
mation present in the system, as one can reconstruct the linear open-loop behavior of the
system by appropriately combining the feedback control and error signals.
A potential flaw with this optical readout scheme is the inability to distinguish fluctua-
tions in the laser source intensity from real displacement fluctuations; the signal described
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in equation 2.5 is linearly proportional to the input laser power. The solution to this is-
sue is to read out both interferometer outputs: the symmetric port, as described above, in
addition to the anti-symmetric port, “SY”. By injecting the input beam at an angle, one
can cleanly separate both output beams.
The signal at the symmetric port can be easily written down by conservation of energy
from equation 2.5:
ISY = 12E
2
in (1 + cos (k (x1 − x2))) (2.6)
We can now construct a signal that suppresses the linear coupling of intensity to position
readout by subtracting the two signals, either with analog electronics or within a digital
control and data acquisition system:
xe = ISY − IAS
= E2in cos (k (x1 − x2)) (2.7)
With the aid of the feedback control loop, we actuate on the differentialmirror positions,
which constrains this signal to remain close to zero, which in turn eliminates the direct
linear coupling of laser intensity noise to our displacement signal. This interference con-
dition is often called the half fringe, meaning that the power at the two detectors is equal:
half of the input power.
An ideal Michelson interferometer is insensitive to laser frequency noise. However, any
mismatch, ∆L, in the length of the twoMichelson arms will result in a coupling of laser
frequency noise to the output port powers. Indeed, starting from equation 2.2 and con-
sidering that a variation in the laser frequency corresponds to a variation of k , it is easy to
show that a change in the laser frequency δωwill introduce a power variation equivalent
to a differential displacement of the end mirror δx, given by:
δx =
∆L
ω
δω (2.8)
Therefore frequency noise of the laser can be ignored if the length of the twoMichelson
arms is equalized to within a good accuracy. As discussed below, the safest approach is to
implement a way to remotely equalize the length of the two arms.
Finally, although a Michelson interferometer is first order insensitive to translation and
rotation of the input beam, anymisalignment of the endmirrors translates in a change of
the interference of the beams at the output ports, resulting in a reduction of the optical
gain. If the vertical motion of the two test cantilevers translates to a differential angular
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motion of the end mirrors, an additional up-conversion mechanism will be present that
canmimic the onewe are looking for, as discussed below. For this reason it is important to
install the twoblades in an anti-parallel configuration, and decouple efficiently themirror
angular motion from the cantilever. As discussed below, this is done by suspending the
mirrors with thin wires.
2.2.2 Up-conversion NoiseModel
Absent a detailed micro-mechanical model, we can instead use a simple phenomenolog-
ical model informed by analogous physical processes, such as Barkhausen noise in mag-
netized materials [39], to design our analysis method. Specifically, we model the effect
of up-conversion events in a cantilever spring as a stochastic displacement noise with un-
known spectral properties, butwith amagnitude determined by the applied force and/or
its derivative. Since this stochastic noise is the result of the sum of a large number of mi-
croscopic events, its statistical properties depend on the rate and size distribution of such
events. We expect those properties to depends both on material properties, and on the
local stress or stress rate in each parts of the cantilever. We focus our attention to the case
of a cantilever which is subject to a possibly large static load and a time varying external
perturbation, typically induced by an external low frequency force. The static loadmight
induce some creep in the metal, but this phenomenon is well known and its magnitude
reduces over time [30].
Thus, we consider a cantilever subject to a time dependent force F(t), with a character-
istic frequency below the macroscopic resonance of the cantilever. In this case, the local
microscopic stress varies over time following the external drive. Thus, we write the up-
conversion noise contribution to the displacement as:
xup-conversion(t) = χ
[
F(t)
]
δxf(t) + θ
[ ÛF(t)] δxj(t) (2.9)
where δxf and δxj are stochastic processes representing the force- and jerk-dependent up-
conversion, χ and θ are the functional forms of the noise dependence on the applied
force and its derivative. They reflect the intensity of up-conversion noise in the specific
cantilever, and they may be a function of drive frequency and amplitude, in addition to
the static load, cantilever geometry and material properties.
An important observation can be made at this point. The δxf and δxtext j terms will in
general have nonzero spectral content at the frequencies in the LIGO detection band
(10–5000Hz). On the other hand, the typical force F(t) on the cantilevers is due to the
residual coupling of groundmotion through the suspension system, which acts as a steep
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low pass filter with corner frequency of the order of a fewHz. Therefore, while F(t) has
very low amplitude at higher frequencies, the large amplitudes at low frequency can excite
up-conversion events, generating noise in the audio band. Thus, it is important to mea-
sure the level of non-linear up-conversions from large static strains and low-frequency
motions to noise in the audio band, where Advanced LIGO is most sensitive to gravita-
tional waves.
2.2.3 Demodulation Analysis
In order to excite up-conversion events we introduce a low frequency, common mode
excitation in the two test cantilevers through the application of a force in the form of
F(t) = F0 sin(ωdt), that is much larger than the residual seismic motion.
To mimic the conditions in the Advanced LIGO suspension, this time-varying force is
small when compared to the static load applied on the cantilever; in our test setup, for ex-
ample, the static load is of the order of 20N, while the time varying commonmode drive
is of the order of fewmN. Therefore we can expand, by a Taylor series, the two functions
χ and θ around the point corresponding to the static load. With this assumption, the
individual cantilever displacements are given as:
xi(t) = F0 sin(ωdt)k +
α√
2
F0 sin(ωdt) δxf,i(t) + β√
2
F0ωd cos(ωdt) δxj,i(t) (2.10)
Here, k is the cantilever elastic spring constant and the factors
√
2 have been introduced
to simplify later equations. In the differential displacement signal, the elastic responses
of the cantilevers will cancel out, leaving the incoherent sums of the up-conversion noise
terms.
In practice, this will not be the only signal present; there will be many background noise
sources. It can occur that the displacement due to up-conversion noise is smaller than
the background noise in a given frequency band, and thus will not be directly observed.
However, many background noise sources — such as shot noise on the photodetectors,
intensity noise of the laser, and seismic noise that couples through mechanical asymme-
tries — can be assumed to be quasi-stationary, and have no dependence on the common
mode drive. Instead, it can be seen that the up-conversion signal written above varies
in a known way with the applied drive; using this additional information we can poten-
tially extract this signal from underneath stationary background noise, as will now be
explained.
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Figure 2.3: A qualitative illustration of the signal described in Equation 2.11, with sim-
ulated data. In this case we have assumed that the up-conversion noise is proportional
to the derivative of the external drive, therefore the up-conversion noise power is larger
when the sinusoidal excitation crosses zero.
We condense the total differential displacement due to up-conversion noise and some
stationarybackgroundnoisen(t), combining the incoherent sumsofup-conversionnoise
in each cantilever into a single term:
∆x(t) = n(t) + αF0 sin(ωdt) δxf + βF0ωd cos(ωdt) δxj (2.11)
An example of how the δxj termmanifests itself is shown in Figure 2.3.
We now want to take advantage of the periodicity and phase of the envelope of the up-
conversion noise processes, and analyze the instantaneous power of the displacement
time series, i.e. its square. Simple algebraic computations yield
∆x2(t) = 2n(t)F0
[
α sin(ωdt)δxf + βωd cos(ωdt)δxj
]
+ n(t)2 + F0
2
[
α2δx2f + β
2ω2dδx
2
j
]
+ cos(2ωdt)F02
[
−α2δx2f + β2ω2dδx2j
]
+ sin(2ωdt)F0αβδxfδxj (2.12)
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Figure 2.4: Result of the demodulation described in Equation 2.13 of 30 minutes of sim-
ulated data with background and up-conversion noise levels as in Figure 2.3. The distri-
butions are clearly separated, showing a strong up-conversion noise signature.
We can average the above quantity over a period longer than the typical time scale of
the random processes, and slower than the external drive sinusoid. Assuming that n(t),
δxf(t), and δxj(t) are independent zero-mean random noise processes, the first and last
line will have expectation values of zero, while the second line will have some constant
expectation value. In contrast, the cos(2ωdt) term provides a time varying component
at a known frequency, with a known phase with respect to the driving force. Writing
the Fourier transform of the power signal as P˜(ω), we can take the expectation value at
2ωd , or demodulate the drive-modulated signal, to see the power fluctuations due to up-
conversion events:
< P˜(2ωd) >= F04
(
−α2δx2f + β2ω2dδx2j
)
(2.13)
In addition, by integrating formany cycles, the determination of the up-conversion noise
amplitude of equation 2.13 improves proportionally to the square root of integration
time. Thus, it is possible to increase the measurement time to find up-conversion noise
power varying with themodeled phase and frequency, even below the background noise.
Furthermore, the common drive can be switched off, which should result in a demodula-
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tion result of zero, on average. Thus, we can sample the magnitude of the demodulation
amplitude in two different states: with the drive on and up-conversion noise present, and
with the drive off and no up-conversion noise present. We expect to observe different
means in the underlying distributions, as shown in Figure 2.4.
Thus, the analysis of confidence and uncertainty in our measured results reduces to the
standard analysis of whether the two sets of data are unlikely to arise from the same un-
derlying probability distribution. Then, appropriate statistical methods, such as the Stu-
dent’s t-test, can be used to determine if a statistically significant difference in the means
of the two sets of results is present or to derive confidence intervals on the upper bound
of the difference in themeans consistentwith our observations. Thismanner of statistical
validation would provide a strong argument for the observation of up-conversion noise.
In practice, the functional dependence of the up-conversion noise on the applied force is
unlikely to take the simple linear form we used above. The model can be generalized by
writing out more terms in the Taylor expansion of the χ and θ functions, and working
out the corresponding periodic fluctuations expected in the displacement power time
series. Thus, by examining different harmonics of the drive frequency, we can poten-
tially infer the formof χ and/or θ and themicro-mechanical phenomena they arise from.
Without going into the details of those computations, it suffices to say that the analysis
will be carried out looking at various frequency components of the up-conversion noise
amplitude: at the drive frequency, the second and the fourth harmonics. Additionally,
we will allow for modulation both in-phase and in quadrature with respect to the drive.
Finally, while demodulation techniques such as we have described here are useful for
discriminating periodic signals from stationary background, there are additional system-
atic effects from background noise that are also modulated by the common-mode drive
and thereby not easily distinguishable from true up-conversion noise. Examples include
Barkhausen noise of the magnets used in the electromagnetic actuators driving the test
cantilevers, or modulation of the power detected at the photodiode induced bymisalign-
ments of the end mirrors due to the common-mode drive. These effects are ideally min-
imized via careful experimental design and construction, and their contributions to the
demodulated signals quantified and accounted for.
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2.3 The initial prototype of the measurement
system
The initial prototype for this experiment consisted of a Michelson interferometer, with
end mirrors attached to the bottom of load masses clamped to the tips of small test can-
tilevers that were used in Advanced LIGO prototype suspensions. The cantilevers were
clamped to a single tall post, and in turn attached to an optical board, where the horizon-
tal Michelson interferometer was mounted. The need to measure vertical motion of the
test cantilevers while the interferometer was arranged horizontally introduced additional
complexity to the system and reduced its overall rigidity.
The load was rigidly clamped to the tip of the test cantilever, as can be seen in Figure 2.5.
This approach had several drawbacks. First of all, any vertical motion of the cantilever
tip coupled directly to a tilt of the load mass and of the Michelson end mirror. In turn,
this misalignment of the Michelson was a limiting factor for the maximum amplitude
of the common mode displacement we could exert. Secondly, this rigid clamp also cou-
pled all of the cantilever transverse and torsional modes to angular motion of the mirror,
introducing additional complexity to the actuation and control of the system.
The apparatuswas housed in a vacuumchamber tomitigate acoustic noise, andmounted
on a stack of two plates standing on rubber springs to reduce seismic noise. Outside
of the chamber, a free-running polarized HeNe laser was coupled into a single mode,
polarizationmaintaining, fiber optic cable, which then was fed through to the interior of
the chamber.
While the prototype reached a sensitivity on the order of 10−14m/
√
Hz above 400Hz,
the sensitivity at lower frequencies was greatly limited by poor seismic isolation, as can be
seen in Figure 2.6. This, in turn, was limited by the available space inside of the available
vacuum chamber.
Mitigating these issues became the main consideration when designing the second itera-
tion of the experiment. Specifically, we decided to suspend the cantilevers load masses
with steel wires to reduce the coupling of higher order vibrational modes of the can-
tilevers, and to construct a two stage pendulum seismic isolation system to attempt to
reach a sensitivity of 10−15m/
√
Hz at 10Hz. This figure is motivated by the sensitivity at
which a null result would suggest that up-conversion noise would not be a limiting noise
source for Advanced LIGO.
Concretely, with the first iteration of the apparatus, we set an upper limit on the possible
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Figure 2.5: A loadedmaraging steel test blade, showing an electromagnetic actuator. One
end mirror of the Michelson interferometer is mounted on the bottom of the loading
mass.
up-conversion noise when the cantilevers were subjected to a 1 µm common mode dis-
placement of 3 × 10−15m/√Hz in the band from 450–500Hz [40]. However, without
a clear observation or verified physical model, the frequency dependence of the noise is
unknown — though perhaps reasonably lying between f −3 and f −1 — making it dif-
ficult to extrapolate this upper limit to frequencies relevant for Advanced LIGO. De-
pending on the noise model used, the extrapolated noise at 10Hz varies dramatically.
From our prototype’s upper limit, we computed an upper limit of the amplitude spectral
density of up-conversion noise in the Advanced LIGO upper intermediate mass (UIM,
see Figure 2.1) cantilever tips propagating to the gravitational wave strain readout any-
where from 2.4 × 10−21–4 × 10−18m/√Hz , depending on the spectral profile of up-
conversion noise, where theAdvanced LIGOdesign sensitivity at 10Hz is approximately
8 × 10−19m/√Hz [40] (see Figure 2.7). Therefore the results obtained with the proto-
type were not good enough to rule out up-conversion noise as an important factor in
Advanced LIGO’s sensitivity.
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Figure 2.6: Noise performance of the initial prototype.
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Figure 2.7: Limits of nonlinear noise in aLIGOblade springs fromprototype experiment.
(From [40].)
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2.4 The improved measurement system
The limitations found during the operation of the first measurement system prompted
us to design an upgraded, more sensitive measurement system. The scientific goal of the
improved system is to reach a displacement sensitivity of the differential motion of the
tip of the two test cantilevers of the order of 10−15m/
√
Hz, at frequencies of 10–20Hz
and above, thus improving by many orders of magnitude our capability to detect up-
conversion noise in the low frequency region.
This section describes the main features of the improved system: passive suspension of
the optical board to achieve better isolation from seismic ground motion; use of a near
infrared Nd:YAG source to reduce the laser technical noises; and an improved design of
the test cantilever load, clamp and displacement readout.
Figure 2.8 shows a rendering of the improved instrument. The optical board that holds
the Michelson interferometer hangs vertically inside the support structure. The bread-
board is suspended by two stages of vertical and horizontal isolation. Its motion is sensed
and controlled using six integrated shadow sensor and electromagnetic coil actuators.
More details on the seismic isolation system are given in Section 2.4.3. The entire sys-
tem is housed inside a vacuum chamber, to reduce contamination of the optics, noise
due to air fluctuations, and acoustic disturbances.
2.4.1 Optical system
Figure 2.9 shows a schematic of the optical layout. As described above, the readout sys-
tem is aMichelson interferometer. The two endmirrors of theMichelson interferometer
must be horizontal, since they should measure the vertical displacement of the test can-
tilevers. For this reason, the entire optical system is mounted on a vertical 40 × 45 cm
board. This allows us to have a much more rigid structure, compared to the first proto-
type system. The light source is a 1064 nm wavelength Nd:YAG NPRO (Non-Planar
Ring Oscillator) laser, which delivers a typical power of 10–20mW into the interfer-
ometer. This power level is enough to reach a shot noise limited sensitivity better than
10−15m/
√
Hz over the entire band of interest. The laser is not actively stabilized in ei-
ther intensity or frequency at this time. The laser beam enters through a view port (not
shown) on the bottom left side of the board and is steered into the beam splitter by two
adjustable mirrors. The two arms of the Michelson interferometer are folded in such a
way that the beam is almost vertically incident on the two interferometer end mirrors.
They are mounted on two 2.2 kg blocks that are suspended with wires from the two test
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Figure 2.8: Rendering of the improved measurement apparatus (Section 2.4), show-
ing the suspended optical breadboard (Section 2.4.1), the seismic isolation system (Sec-
tion 2.4.3) and the support structure.
cantilevers. Lateral motion of the two blocks is also sensed and mitigated with the same
kind of integrated sensors-actuators that are used for the main optical board. Both test
cantilevers are clamped to the same support visible in the top center of the board. On
the two cantilever tips there are two additional displacement sensors and actuators (not
shown in the figure) that are usedboth tomaintain the correct half-fringe operating point
of the interferometer and to apply the commonmode low frequency drive thatwould ex-
cite up-conversion noise. The symmetric and anti-symmetric beams recombining at the
beam splitter are picked up by two additional steering mirrors and sent to two photodi-
odes.
The typical free running frequency noise of an NPRO system like the one we use [41] is
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Figure 2.9: Simplified optical scheme of the Michelson interferometer. Only the main
beams and optical components are shown: reflections from the secondary surfaces and
beam dumps are not drawn for simplicity. Also, actuators and displacement sensors have
been removed.
on the order of 100Hz /
√
Hz at 100Hz and decreases as f −1. The coupling depends on
theMichelson arm length difference, as discussed above. So, to reach our design sensitiv-
ity at 10Hz, the length difference of the arms must be smaller than 0.3mm. This level of
accuracy is not easily obtainable in the installation phase of the optical system. For this
reason, one of the two folding mirrors in the interferometer (Figure 2.9) is mounted on
a linear motorized translation stage. It is then possible to add an external perturbation
on the laser frequency and directly measure the coupling to theMichelson displacement
signal. This can be converted into a length difference, via equation 2.8 above, that can
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be corrected using the translation stage. This procedure allows us to achieve the needed
length balancing. The other folding mirror is mounted on a motorized angular stage, to
allow us to fine tune the interferometer alignment in vacuum.
2.4.2 Improved test cantilever assembly
The two test cantilevers are pre-curved in such a way that when they are loaded at about
50%of their yield stress (corresponding to2.2 kg in our case), they are flat. The transverse
profile of the cantilever is triangular: in this way the initial curvature is constant along the
entire length of the cantilever, and, moreover, the static stress due to the load is constant
along the cantilever, except of course close to the clamp, where there is some localized
increase of stress.
The load mass is attached to the cantilever through a single steel wire. In this way we
obtain a very high decoupling of any torsional and angular motion of the cantilever tip
from angular motions of the Michelson mirror, which is rigidly attached to the bottom
of the load mass. Indeed the load mass is isolated from lateral motion of the cantilever
tip by a pendulum, and from any angular motion by the stiffness of the wire itself, which
can be made very small. Moreover, the wire is clamped to the cantilever with two small
steel blocks, held together with bolts. This is a scaled down version of the clamp used
in the Advanced LIGO system, and it provides a clean solution that avoids friction and
additional stress. Additionally, it serves the purpose of making the test system as similar
as possible to the system used in the gravitational wave detectors.
2.4.3 Seismic isolation
The dominant limitation to the sensitivity of the first version of themeasurement system
was seismic noise at frequencies below a few hundredHz. Indeed, the groundmotion in
a typical urban ground location can be many orders of magnitude larger than our target
sensitivity. The measured motion of an optical table in our lab showed a displacement
noise of the order 10−8m/
√
Hz at 10Hz, decreasing with frequency roughly like f −3.
The most important degree of freedom in our system is the vertical one, since this cor-
responds to the direction of the Michelson interferometer measurement. Ideally, if the
optical system were infinitely rigid and the two test cantilevers were exactly equal, any
vertical motion of the optical breadboard would result in a common mode variation of
the interferometer arm lengths. Thus, since aMichelson interferometer has virtually infi-
nite commonmode rejection, it should not be affected by seismic motion of the ground.
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However, there is a limit to the level the two cantilevers can be made equal: in particu-
lar, differences in the material, machining, and clamping can result in a mismatch of the
resonant frequency and of the distance from the clamp to the wire suspension point. A
trade-off is necessary between the requirements on the cantilever equality and the perfor-
manceof the seismic isolation system: aworsematchingof resonant frequencyordistance
would require increased performance on the suspension system. It can be shown using a
simple elastic model of the two cantilevers that the residual coupling of common vertical
motion xcomm to differential displacement xdiff of the two cantilever tips is given by:
xdiff
xcomm
≈
(
f0
f
)2 [
2
δ f0
f0
+
δL
L
]
(2.14)
Here, f is the measurement frequency, f0 is the cantilever mean resonant frequency, δ f0
is the difference between the two resonant frequencies, L is the mean of the cantilever’s
length from the clamp to the wire attachment point, and δL is the lengthmismatch. The
two expressions above are correct for frequencies larger than f0 (about 2Hz) and smaller
than the first higher order resonance of the loaded cantilever, about 150Hz.
A difference in the two resonant frequencies of about 5mHz, obtained experimentally
in the first prototype, and a difference in the two lengths of 0.5mm, well withinmachin-
ing tolerances, provide us with a common mode rejection factor of about 6000. So, to
reach the desired displacement sensitivity at 10Hz, the suspension system must provide
an additional factor of 2000of vertical isolation at 10Hz. This is achievable using two cas-
caded stages with characteristic frequencies close to 2Hz. Figure 2.10 shows a simplified
schematic of themechanical system. Each stage is composed ofmaraging steel cantilevers,
roughly 30 cm long, 7 cm wide and 2mm thick. Four cantilevers suspend the intermedi-
ate stage from a support structurewith steel wires, and two additional cantilevers support
the optical breadboard from the intermediate stage, with another two wires attached to
the sides of the board, above its center of mass. Each cantilever supports a load of about
10 kg, which corresponds to about 50% of their yield stress. Both the optical board and
the intermediate stage have amass of about 20 kg. The intermediate stage includes a stack
of rubber to provide some passive damping of the suspension resonant modes.
2.4.4 Current sensitivity and noise sources
Thedesign described in the previous sections provides a theoretical sensitivity to displace-
ment noise which is limited by shot noise at all frequencies above about 20Hz at a level
better than 10−15m/
√
Hz. Figure 2.11 shows themeasured sensitivity of the system in the
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Figure 2.10: A simplified schematic of the seismic isolation system, highlighting the key
components and the two stages of vertical and horizontal isolation.
present configuration. The same figure shows also the best sensitivity achieved with the
first prototype of the experiment, as described in Section 2.3. The vast improvement at
low frequencies is very apparent. The additional traces in Figure 2.11 show the projected
contribution of various technical noises to the measured sensitivity. The sum of all those
noise is capable of explaining almost all of the measured displacement noise. However,
the contribution of seismic noise is much larger than what was foreseen in the design of
the seismic isolation system, both at frequencies below 40Hz and at frequencies above
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Figure 2.11: Typical sensitivity of the measurement system in the present configuration
(solid black trace) compared with the best obtained with the first prototype (dotted red
line). The other traces show the contribution of various noise sources to the total dis-
placement noise: actuation noise and scattered light noises are described in Section 2.4.4;
electronic noise refers to the sum of photodiode dark noise and analog-to-digital conver-
sion noise; laser intensity noise and shot noise are discussed in Section 2.2.1.
200Hz.
The main coupling path in the low frequency region has been identified as the follow-
ing: since the optical board and the intermediate stage of the seismic isolation are sus-
pended by multiple wires and cantilever springs, any difference in the stiffness of the
springs causes a direct coupling of vertical motion of the suspension point to angular
motion of the suspended body. In particular, the critical angular degree of freedom for
our measurement is the roll motion of the optical board (i.e. rotation about an axis per-
pendicular to the board surface), since any motion in this degree of freedomwill create a
differential displacement of the two test cantilevers with respect to the Michelson beam
splitter. An imbalance of a few percent in the cantilever stiffnesses — well within man-
ufacturing tolerances — is enough to explain this increased coupling of seismic noise at
low frequency. We have designed a modification of the seismic isolation system, consist-
ing of an additional stage to be added before the optical board, that will decouple vertical
motion from angular motion. At higher frequencies, the increased coupling of seismic
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noise is also due tomismatched responses of the suspension cantilevers, this time in their
internal resonant modes. This issue will also be mitigated by the addition of the angular
decoupling stage as described above.
As discussed in Section 2.2, the direct displacement sensitivity is not the ultimate limit
to our measurement system, since the demodulation technique can detect periodic non-
stationary noise below the sensing noise, provided that the latter is stationary. There-
fore particular care is necessary for all sources of non-stationary noise, especially those
thatmight bemodulated by the commonmodemotion of the two cantilevers. Referring
again toFigure 2.11, twoof thenoise sources listed there are particularly problematic. Scat-
tered light is intrinsically non-stationary, since the amplitude andmaximum frequency of
this noise source depends on the motion of the scattering element [42]. Scattered light
has been mitigated with a careful placement of black glass absorbing baffles and beam
dumps. All spurious beams from the anti-reflection coated surfaces are intercepted and
dumped. This improvement will be sufficient to reduce scattered light below the target
sensitivity. In addition the increased seismic isolation will also help reducing scattered
light. Indeed, scattered light up-conversion is highly non linear [42]: residual motion at
fewHz will be the dominant contributor to scattered light phase noise, while the slower
≈100mHzmotion that we will introduce to periodically stress the cantilevers results in a
negligible contribution. The second potentially problematic non-stationary noise source
can be traced to the actuation chain used to apply force on the two test cantilevers. In par-
ticular, the digital-to-analog converters (DAC) are known to exhibit a significant amount
of harmonic distortion. The low frequency common mode drive is up-converted in fre-
quency by the DAC and results in a non stationary noise at the level of the measured
sensitivity. This issue is being tackled with an improvement of the control electronics.
Finally, Barkhausen noise in the magnets used for the vertical actuation of the test can-
tilevers can result in crackling noise like signals. To reduce the impact of Barkhausen
noise we are using SmComagnets which have much lower noise than the more common
NdFeB magnets [39]. The estimated contribution of this noise source is well below our
present sensitivity.
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2.5 Discussion and outlook
This chapter presented an instrument designed for the study of the mechanical up-con-
version phenomenon inmetals. Two key pointsmake the approach presented here differ-
ent from previous studies. First of all, given the authors’ involvement in the gravitational
wave observatory Advanced LIGO, this system will study the behavior of metals in the
elastic regime, far from the yield stress that would introduce plastic deformations. As
already pointed out, to the best of our knowledge there has been no experimental inves-
tigations of this kind in this regime. Secondly, sincewe expect the up-conversion events, if
present, to be of very small amplitude, our intendedmeasurement is not the detection of
the single events, but rather the statistical properties of the up-conversion noise that arise
as the incoherent sum of all the events. In particular, we are interested in the dependence
of the noise power on the low frequency external disturbance the metal is subjected to.
At the time of writing, the experimental apparatus has been constructed and commis-
sioned. Although it has not yet reached the design sensitivity, characterization of the
background noise was successful. With a measured sensitivity level of ≈10−14m/√Hz at
50–100Hz, the experiment has already reached a sensitivity level which is significantly
better than the first prototype of the instrument. However, several limitations of the
present setup have been already identified and are being tackled with small scale, short
term modifications of the seismic isolation system and of the control electronics. This
will allow meaningful upper limits to be set for the contribution of up-conversion noise
to the Advanced LIGO detectors’ sensitivities, and may possibly yield a direct detection
of up-conversion noise in metals still operating within the elastic regime.
Clearly, one important point that has to be addressed is how to scale the results from the
small test cantilevers used in our experiment to the much larger blades installed in the
Advanced LIGO suspension. The derivation of this scaling is made more uncertain by
the lack of amicroscopical model of up-conversion noise in our regime. Since the time of
this work, a scaling model for the cantilevers has been published inVajente [43].
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Chapter 3
The CalTech 40m Prototype
Interferometer
3.1 Introduction
The Caltech 40m Prototype Interferometer is a controls prototype for the Advanced
LIGO observatories— a test bed for novel techniques and technologies where new ideas
canbequickly iteratedwithout disrupting an active observatory. To this end, the 40mhas
been designed and commissioned in a configuration generally analogous to the aLIGO
instruments to ensure the applicability of the research done there.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the optical portion of the aLIGO observatories consists of
multiple coupled resonant optical cavities formed by suspended mirrors. As such, all of
the appropriate resonance conditions must be met in order for the interferometer to op-
erate in its desired configuration (i.e. the distances between the mirrors forming the arm
cavities must be an integer number of wavelengths of the laser light present in the cavi-
ties). However, despite the substantial isolation of themirrors fromgroundmotion from
the mirror suspensions and active seismic isolation platforms, the residual motion of the
mirrors is too large for the cavities to passively remain resonant. Thus, active feedback
control of the various optical cavity lengths plays a critical role in operating the aLIGO
interferometers. Furthermore, it is vanishingly unlikely that, upon attempting to bring
the instrument under control, all of the resonance conditions will be simultaneouslymet
and one could simply engage global control and be done with it. Instead, we desire to
plan, test, and execute a deterministic lock acquisition procedure that will robustly and
repeatedly bring the interferometer to its desired operation point from an uncontrolled
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state. This controls problem has been the primary focus of the 40m prototype, and has
guided the design decisions in its construction and commissioning.
Certain aspects of the aLIGO design are not strictly necessary or practical to this end.
For instance, the multiple pendulum design for the aLIGO optics was elided in favor
of simple single pendulum suspensions. At the prototype scale, it is also much more
practical and safe to use a commercial laser light source instead of a custom high power
laser system. Thus, since the available laser power is much less than in the aLIGO system,
the masses of the mirrors themselves must be reduced in order to maintain analogous
radiation pressure dynamics. A summary and comparison of some important parameters
of the aLIGO and 40m interferometers is shown in Table 3.1.
This chapter will describe the commissioning work done to realize the fully resonant
Dual Resonant Sideband Extraction (DRSE) scheme used in aLIGO at the 40m in 2015.
In particular, itwill describewhy andhow the locking procedure differed from its original
conception and the procedure used at the aLIGO observatories.
In addition to the material in this chapter, substantial amount of information regarding
the current optical layout, seismic isolation, input laser systems, and optic suspensions at
the 40m prototype can be found inWard [10] andDriggers [44].
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Table 3.1: Comparison of aLIGO and 40m Prototype Parameters. [4, 5, 12, 44]
aLIGO 40m
Arm cavity Length 3994.5m 37.80m
Mass of Test Mass 40 kg 250 g
Beam radius on ETM 6.2 cm 5.1mm
Base modulation Freq. ≈9MHz ≈11MHz
Input Laser Power (Incident on PRM )
Current Levels 22W 1W
Future 125W 5–10W
λ = 1064 nm
ITMTransmission 1.4% 1.4%
ETMTransmission 3.6 ppm 15 ppm
PRMTransmission 3% 5.6%
SRMTransmission 32% 9.9%
Arm cavity Finesse ≈440 ≈420
Round-trip loss 85–100 ppm 250–500 ppm
λ = 532 nm
ITMTransmission 1–2.5% 1.1%
ETMTransmission 3–15% 5.6%
Arm cavity Finesse 13 108
Observed Power Recycling Gain ≈40 ≈8
Signal Extraction Pole ≈380Hz 167 kHz
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3.2 Length Sensing
A representative sketch of the 40m prototype optical layout and placement of optical
sensors is shown in Figure 3.1 (from Driggers [44]). While some of the optical sen-
sors are used for monitoring the DC optical power or angular control, the majority are
interferometric length sensors that operate via optical heterodyne effects. In the case of
the green light ALS signals, differential changes in frequencies of the PSL and auxiliary
lasers change the optical beat frequency on a broadband photodiode, which is tracked
via a delay line frequency discriminator. The infrared sensors are resonant RF photodi-
odes (RFPDs) tuned to sense the beat between phase modulation sidebands, which is
thereafter demodulated to infer the length fluctuations.
The ALS signals are identified by ALSX/ALSY for the beats between the green light de-
rived from the auxiliary lasers at the X/Y end and the PSL laser. Common and differen-
tial arm length fluctuations can then be digitally calculated as the sum and difference of
these. In contrast, aLIGO directly beats the X and Y green light for a differential signal,
and uses a beat between one auxiliary laser and the PSL for the common signal. Given
aLIGO’s significant seismic isolation, the laser frequency fluctuations in the single ALS
signal generally dominates the cavity length fluctuations at all frequencies.
The IRRFPD signals are identified by the interferometer port their incident field is sam-
pled from and the approximate frequency they are resonant for, which corresponds to
the subsequent demodulation frequency and the frequency difference between the field
products the RFPD is intended to sense. The demodulation produces signals in two
quadratures, referred to as the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) signals; these two signals
will generally have different responses to the length fluctuations of the interferometer,
and can be independently used to control length degrees of freedom.
Section 1.3.3 contains more detail about the length sensing design of the interferometer.
Table 3.2 shows the sensors used for control of the interferometer lengths during the lock
acquisitionprocess, whichwill be detailed in Section 3.4. Generally, the signals used in the
initial phase (ALS and 3 f ) are less precise, but less sensitive to the highly non-stationary
coupling between the recycling and arm cavities before the lock is stable. The signals used
in the final state have much smaller dynamic range, but much better sensitivity.
It may seem counter intuitive that the REFL11 I signal may be used for the simultane-
ous control of two degrees of freedom. REFL11 I has strong contributions from both
CARM and PRCL, but the final CARM control bandwidth is around 30 kHz which al-
lows for substantial suppression of the CARM signal in the hundreds of Hz. However,
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this control loop will not suppress the residual fluctuations due to the PRCL signal, so
the remaining signal may be used to control the PRC length as well.
It may also be noted that a linear combination of signals is used for SRCL control. While
REFL55 has greater sensitivity to SRCL fluctuations thanREFL11, since only the 55MHz
sideband resonates in the SRC, it still has a strong contribution from the resonance of
the 55MHz sideband in the PRC; it is undesirable to include this PRCL contribution to
actuation on the SRC length. So we create a linear combination of REFL11 I andREFL55
Q that is tuned to nullify the presence of a PRCL signal, so that the remaining content
can be used to control the SRC length without excess actuation noise.
Table 3.2: Sensors used for Interferometer Length Controls
Length Initial Final
CARM ALSX + ALSY REFL11 I
DARM ALSX - ALSY AS55 Q
PRCL REFL33 I REFL11 I
SRCL REFL165 I −α REFL33 I REFL55 I −α REFL11 I
MICH REFL165 Q REFL55 Q
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Figure 3.1: Optical layout and position of optical sensors used in the length sensing and
control of the 40m prototype interferometer. Not to scale. f1 and f2 refer to the phase
modulation sidebands imposed onto the main input laser at ≈11MHz and ≈55MHz.
Adapted fromDriggers [44].
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3.3 Performance Upgrades
3.3.1 Delay-line Frequency Discriminator for ALS
The performance of the ALS subsystem (described in Section 1.3.4) is of particular im-
portance for the lock acquisition of the interferometer. While it is not necessary for ALS
to be as sensitive as the IR optical signals derived from the main laser, its sensitivity must
good enough that the error signal used for feedback control can be reliably switched from
ALS to IRwhen the appropriate conditions are reached. Practically speaking, this means
that the actuation noise imprinted on the cavity lengths due to the ALS sensing noise
must not be so high that the optical plant is changing substantially while the hand-off
between the error signals is made.
The 40mprototype uses twodelay-line frequency discriminators (DFD) to track the fluc-
tuations of the RF beat frequencies between the green frequency doubled light from the
auxiliary laser and the main laser. This differs from the PLL based system described in
Staley et al. [12] due to the fact that the absolute frequency stability requirements at
the 40m are less stringent, given the 100× shorter arm lengths.
The essential concept of the DFD is that mixing an RF signal with a delayed version of
itself creates a voltage signal that can be used to infer the RF signal’s frequency fluctu-
ations. Figure A.1 shows a schematic of the hardware employed. In addition, the 40m
employs a digital phase tracker, which extends the linear range of the DFD signals.
The length of the delay line in a DFD is a key determinant of its performance, as the
delay itself sets the conversion factor of the RF frequency fluctuations to a measurable
audio frequency signal. However, one cannot increase the length without limit as energy
loss in the cable will decrease the delayed signal’s amplitude and thereby also reduce the
conversion. An analysis of these effectswill show that themaximumconversion in aDFD
is set by choosing the lengthof delay line that results in 8.7 dBof loss in the specific cabling
being used (see Appendix A).
Naturally, is it important to shield the delay line cabling from external EMI and physical
vibrations that may get picked up and contaminate the readout. LMR-195 coaxial cable
was used for ourDFDs, and itwas empirically determined that 50mof cablewould result
in the best sensitivity. A rack-mounted enclosure was build to house the two bundles of
cable that were used as the delay lines for the two ALSDFDs. In addition, the RF ampli-
fication of the optical beat signals from the broadband photodiodes was simplified and
aLIGO RF demodulator units were used in place of the previous custom built circuits.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of the out-of-loop displacement fluctuations in a single 40m
Fabry-Pérot cavity when under active stabilization with the ALS subsystem with the re-
sults in Izumi et al. [23], as a measure of the control noise injected by use of the ALS
signal. The dashed line indicates the cumulativeRMSof the spectrum as integrated from
high to low frequencies. The out-of-loop sensor is the IR PDH signal.
These changes resulted in a significant increase in the sensitivity of the ALS subsystem at
the 40m prototype, with a corresponding decrease in the control noise introduced when
using the ALS signal as a length feedback signal (see Figure 3.2).
3.3.2 Seismic Feed-forward for PRC AngularMotion
In addition, angular stability in the recycling cavities is a particular issue at the 40m pro-
totype, as we do not employ the same degree of passive seismic isolation or active in-
terferometric angular control as aLIGO. Excess angular motion can lead to significant
differential motion of the cavity axes of, for instance, the power recycling cavity and the
arm cavities, causing constant changes in their coupling and a difficult controls problem.
While angularmotion of the resonant field inside of the PRCcanbe seen on aQPDat the
POP port, the observed motion is dominated by angular fluctuations of the arm cavities
when the interferometer is fully resonating. However, if one arranges the interferometer
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such that light is resonant only in the PRC (by a gross misalignment of the ETMs, for
instance), the POP QPD signal is entirely determined by angular motion in the PRC.
Since the angular motion is seismically driven, we can simultaneously record the QPD
signal along with the output of a nearby seismometer to characterize the relationship
between the two, and train a feed-forward stabilization filter. This is done by theWiener
filtering technique that will be discussed in detail in Section 5.2.2, and is analogous to the
feed-forward reduction of seismic noise in DeRosa et al. [45]. More details about the
training of these specific filters can be found inDriggers [44].
Since the mechanical relationship between seismic motion and the induced angular mo-
tion of the PRC cavity axis does not change when the interferometer is fully resonant,
this feed-forward subtraction can be continuously run once the PRC is resonant and un-
der stable feedback control. Figure 3.3 shows the effect of the feed-forward filters on the
angular degrees of freedomwitnessed by the POPQPD and— as an important figure of
merit— the reduction of fluctuation in the PRC intra-cavity power, which demonstrates
that the cavity axis is truly stabilized andwill havemore consistent coupling with the arm
cavities.
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Figure 3.3: Effect of active feed-forward control of PRC angular fluctuations, leading to
more stable circulating power. The RMS fluctuations in the angular motion of the PRC
mode pick-off at the POP QPD are reduced by a factor of 2–3, leading to a decrease in
the RMS relative intensity noise (RIN) of about the same.
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3.4 Lock Acquisition Procedure
Although the 40m prototype was designed to be as analogous to the aLIGO detectors as
was feasible to serve its function as a controls prototype, the inevitable differences have a
significant effect on the operation of the instrument. The most obvious difference is the
interferometer baseline and arm cavity length; since the prototype’s arms are ≈100 times
shorter, the optical pole frequencies are ≈100 times higher. This is especially important
for the commonmode optical behavior in the interferometer. At the start of the CARM
offset reduction sequence (see Section 1.3.4) the CARM controller need only to account
for the single arm cavity pole at 532 nm, while in the final locked state the optical plant
instead exhibits an optical pole determined by the coupling of the resonant IRmodes of
the arm cavity and power recycling cavity.
For aLIGO’s arm cavities, the single arm optical pole frequency is≈80Hzwhile the cou-
pled cavity creates a pole at ≈0.5Hz[4], which are both solidly within the controllable
band of the CDS system (see Section 1.3.3). The prototype’s corresponding pole frequen-
cies, however, are 8.8 kHz and 80Hz; it is muchmore challenging to design a digital con-
trol that is stable over the course of the CARM offset reduction sequence as the optical
plant exhibits this change.
The locking scheme employed at the aLIGO observatories uses the ALS error signal to
approach IR resonance in the arms until there is enough circulating power to enable the
use of the IR power levels transmitted through the arm cavities as an intermediate error
signal for the CARM control loop, which is then used until the PDH-style reflection
locking signal is available.
Simulated optical responses of the transmitted light signal at the 40m prototype at dif-
ferent points as as a function of CARMoffset are shown in Figure 3.4, which shows how
the dynamics of this signal are affected by the moving IR coupled cavity pole. It can be
seen how the coupled cavity pole rapidly transitions through the CARM control unity
gain frequency at the CARM offsets where we must cede control from ALS to IR light
signals, which led to an inevitable loop instability and loss of lock.
However, it became apparent that the lock acquisition procedure could be simplified
greatly since the sensitivity of the 40m ALS subsystem, as compared to the final com-
mon optical mode linewidth, was lower than in aLIGO. The aLIGO ETMs unfortu-
nately have errant dichroic coating properties at 532 nm, which led to an effective finesse
of about 13 instead of the design value of 100 for the resonant 532 nm light used for the
ALS subsystem [12]. The 40m coatings did not suffer from this problem.
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Figure 3.4: Simulated response of IR transmitted light signals to CARM fluctuations at
the 40m prototype
Specifically, as can be seen in Figure 3.2, the total RMS sensing noise of ALS is ≈300Hz,
which is only a few times larger than the common mode linewidth of ≈100Hz. Thus, it
could be possible to transition CARM control fromALS directly to the RFREFL signal
at zero CARM offset, counting on the fact that the REFL signal is only of appreciable
magnitude when the cavities are moving through coincident resonance (this can be re-
ferred to as “self-locking”)[46]. Indeed, this scheme proved to be the key to bringing the
40m prototype to its fully operational state.
Specifically, a successful lock acquisition sequence proceeds as follows:
1. With the PRM and SRM misaligned, the arm cavities are individually brought
under stable control via the POX/POY signals.
2. The auxiliary green lasers are PDH locked to the arm cavities, and have their zero
point set to coincide with the ongoing arm resonances.
3. The control of the arm cavity lengths are transitioned to the ALS signals with a
control bandwidth of 120Hz
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4. The cavities aremoved away from IR resonance (10 nm) through the introduction
of an offset in the CARM error point.
5. The PRM and SRM are realigned, and the DRMI is locked using the 3 f REFL
signals. TheDRMI loop triggering is adjusted to include the IRpower transmitted
through the arms.
6. The CARM offset is ramped to zero. At this point, the interferometer is rapidly
passing back and forth through full resonance as the actuation noise due to the
ALS sensing noise is larger than the linewidth.
7. A small amount of theREFL11 I signal is blended in to theCARMerror point, and
then an integrator is activated on this portion in order to give control authority to
the REFL signal at DC. The same is done for AS55Q into the DARM error point.
8. The analog AO path of the CARM servo is activated with the REFL11 signal, in
order to prepare the blended digital and analog loop shape that will be stable up
to 30 kHz of control bandwidth, with a crossover frequency of 100Hz.
9. The REFL11 contribution to the CARM error signal is increased, and the overall
CARM gain is increased to reach a control bandwidth of 1 kHz, at which point
the cavity motion is reduced to stay within a linewidth and the arm cavities are
resonating, though with significant power fluctuation.
10. DC angular control is activated for all four test masses, through optical levers and
transmission QPDs. The alignment may be manually adjusted here to maximize
the circulating power.
11. In turn, the ALS contributions to the CARM and DARM error signals are AC
coupled, and then ramped to zero entirely. At this point, the ALS subsystem
is completely removed from interferometer control and the circulating power is
much more stable.
12. The CARM loop gain is increased to a control bandwidth of 10 kHz and low fre-
quency servo boosts activated, which brings the CARM control to its final oper-
ating state.
See Figure 3.6 for the open loop gain profile of the CARM feedback control during dif-
ferent stages of this sequence and Figure 3.7 for a time series depiction of the power at
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Figure 3.5: Contributions of the ALS and PDH signals to the total OLG just before en-
gaging the AO path. The low frequency authority granted to the PDH signal helps keep
the interferometer near resonance before the actuation noise is low enough to remain
there.
different ports over time. The contributions to the CARM and DARM error signals
from the ALS and PDH sensors during the sequence is represented in Figure 3.8.
After this sequence, the interferometer is fully locked and one can proceed to take steps
to improve the overall sensitivity, such as activating the photodiode signal whitening fil-
ters and transitioning DRMI control to the REFL 1 f signals which are now stabilized
through the CARM servo.
Step 5 was found to be necessary due to the observation of strong fluctuations in the
demodulated intra-cavity signals use to monitor the state of the DRMI (POP22 and
POP110), that did not seem to correspond to the DRMI moving away from coincident
resonance. Including the arm transmissions in the triggering is justified since it is not pos-
sible to reach armpowers greater than in the single arm case without a resonatingDRMI,
and so the triggering threshold was set appropriately.
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Figure 3.6: CARMopen loop gain at different stages of the lock acquisition process. The
initial loop shape corresponds to the use of the ALS error signal with digital actuation on
the input mode cleaner length. The high frequency response is then modified by engag-
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The model of the final loop shape compares favorably with a measurement taken dur-
ing a lock; this measurement only spans 10–100 kHz as the excitation required to achieve
reasonable SNR in regions with substantial loop gain disrupts the lock.
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Figure 3.7: Evolution of the power circulating in the PRC and X arm cavity during lock
acquisition of the 40m interferometer. Numbers shown in red correspond to steps in the
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3.5 Angular Dynamics and Control
In order to robustly and repeatedly lock the interferometer, it is important that the sus-
pended optics are well aligned such that the resonant spatial modes of the various cavities
coincide with each other and the input beam, in order to achievemaximal resonant build
up and to avoid the confounding effects of higher order spatial mode fields to the in-
terferometric signals used to control the interferometer. Currently, a hierarchical dither
alignment scheme is used to define the alignment state before attempting to lock the in-
strument.
First, the arm cavities are independently locked on IR resonance using the POXandPOY
PDH signals, with the PRM and SRMmisaligned. All four test masses are dithered with
independent excitations in the pitch and yaw degrees, and the cavity transmission and
length error signals are demodulated at the excitation frequencies. The demodulated
transmission signals are used to align the test masses to maximize the resonant power,
while the demodulated length signals are used to steer the input beam to center the reso-
nant mode on themirrors’ center of rotation. However, while full actuation of the beam
entering the Y arm is available with two active mirrors between the IMC and PRM, the
steering into the X arm is only controlled with the beam-splitter. Thus, it was chosen
to leave the centering of the beam spot on ITMX untouched by the dither alignment,
instead being set by its relative position to the other test masses.
Next, the ETMs aremisaligned, the PRM is aligned, and the vertex is locked in the power
recycled Michelson (PRMI) configuration. Here, the PRM and BS angles are dithered,
and theDC light levels at theREFL andAS ports are demodulated. The PRMalignment
is tuned to minimize the light reflected out of the interferometer, maximizing the power
circulating in the PRC. The BS alignment is tuned to minimize the power at the AS
port, ensuring good overlap of the recombining Michelson fields. Finally, the SRM is
aligned, and the vertex is locked in theDRMI configuration. The SRM is dithered and its
alignment is tuned to maximize the AS110 Q signal at the AS port, indicating maximum
buildup of the resonant f2 field in the SRC.
Step 10 in the lock acquisition process is not ideal, but practically necessary in order to
handle angular radiation pressure dynamics. Following Section 1.3.2, λa ≈ 1.726 and
κ ≈ 2.5 × 10−3Nm/rad for the 40m prototype ETM suspensions [47]. Then, Equa-
tion 1.14 implies that the angular motion of the 40m arm cavities becomes unstable at
powers higher than about 3 kW, which is a few times larger than the 1 kW circulating
power observed in Figure 3.7. So, dynamical instability is not yet a problem at the 40m.
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However, the softening of the total angular spring constant in combination with the
lack of an interferometric signal for DC angular control means that any mirror’s beam
spot miscentering will lead to an exacerbated change in its equilibrium angular position,
spoiling the alignment of the arm cavity and its spatial mode matching to the rest of the
interferometer. Even if the rest of the dither alignment is perfectly accurate, the current
configuration does not afford the centering of the ITMXbeam spot, makingDC angular
radiation pressure torque effects unavoidable.
For this reason, all four test masses use a DC alignment reference that is set during the
initial alignment procedure: the ITMs use their optical lever subsystems and the ETMs
use a quadrant photodiode sampled from the transmitted IR beam. These sensors are
inferior to the interferometric sensors used in aLIGO and would not be robust for long
duty cycle locks and their operating points inherent all of the imperfections of the higher
noise state present during the initial alignment. However, they are sufficient for hour
scale locks and their set points can be adjusted by hand to a certain degree while mon-
itoring the circulating arm powers and symmetry of the beam profile camera images at
various ports of the interferometer.
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3.6 Interferometer Sensitivity and
Characterization
3.6.1 Recycling Gain
When the interferometer was first locked in the PRFPMI configuration (i.e. with the
signal recycling mirror misaligned), it was noted that the recycling gain (the ratio of cir-
culating power in the power recycling cavity to the input power incident on the PRM)
observed in the interferometer was much lower than expected[44]. A comparison of the
powers shown in Figure 3.7 indicates a gain of ≈8 instead of the design value of 40. This
is due to excess loss in the interferometer in two places.
During commissioning, the current folding mirrors in the recycling cavities (PR2, PR3,
SR2, SR3) were found to have an excess convexity that brought the cavities too close to
geometric instability. The solution at the time was to reinstall them flipped, such that
the resonant mode travels through the optic substrate to reflect off a effectively concave
surface. The anti-reflective coating on the rear side of thesemirrors then introduces a loss
of 0.5% each time the beam traverses the free-space to optic substrate interface. Since the
light circulates in both directions at thesemirrors, this introduces a 2% loss into the PRC
and SRC.At the time of writing, new dichroic optics are being procured with curvatures
specified to ensure stability.
Additionally, around the timewhen the PRFPMI andDRFPMI lockswere achieved, the
optical losses of the interferometer arm cavities was measured, and found to be higher
than desirable. By comparing the reflectivity of a single bounce from the ITM with the
reflectivity of the arm cavity held on resonance, the round trip loss can be inferred [48].
The power recycling gain of the PRC is given by
G =
TPRM
(1 − rPRM ¯rArm)2 (3.1)
where ¯rArm is the mean of the resonant arm cavity reflectivities, each of which is given by
rArm = rETM − TETMrITM1 − rETMrITM (3.2)
Losses enter these equations by conservation of energy:
R + T + L = r2 + t2 + L = 1 (3.3)
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The measured losses were 240 ppm for the Y arm and 495 ppm for the X arm. Together
with the effect of the flipped folding mirrors, these losses imply a recycling gain of 7.8,
matching the observations closely.
Since this time, the HR surfaces of all four test masses has been cleaned with the “First
Contact” optic cleaning solution, and recentmeasurements suggest improved round trip
losses of≈50ppmand recycling gains as high as 23 [49, 50]. Togetherwith thenew folding
mirror optics, this should enable operation at the intended recycling gain.
3.6.2 Noise Performance
Figure 3.9 shows an budgeting of the fundamental noise levels for the 40m, where by
“fundamental” we mean fluctuations due to physical processes that are inherent to the
physics of the instrument as constructed. The dominant contributions arise from the
residual seismic motion that is filtered by the passive seismic isolation stacks and optic
suspension, and the shot noise of the light at the AS port used for the strain readout.
There is also a contribution from the thermal fluctuations of the optic suspension fibers
at their violin mode.
However, as seen in Figure 3.10, the realized displacement sensitivity is many orders of
magnitude worse than the fundamental limits. For most frequencies, the sensitivity level
is generally explained by excess actuation noise due to distortion in the digital-to-analog
converters (DACs) that drive the electromagnetic coil actuators used to control the sus-
pended test masses’ position and angle. One strategy for reducing the influence of this
kind of noise is to use digital whitening and analog de-whitening filters to attenuate the
distortion that makes its way to the coil drivers. While the 40m has coil de-whitening
electronics installed, their use has not yet been commissioned, and they remain bypassed.
Any real increase in the sensitivity of the prototype will require that this be addressed.
At higher frequencies, it is suspected that coupling from the vertex length degrees of free-
dom is responsible for the excess noise, as the usually necessary feed-forward subtraction
of these signals has not been employed at the time being.
3.6.3 In-lock Characterization
It is useful to measure the optical response of the RFPDs to the individual length de-
grees of freedom in the fully resonant state, i.e. the sensing matrix. The measurements
can be compared with the value predicted via calculation or simulation tomake sure that
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Figure 3.9: “Fundamental” noise sources that are relevant for the sensitivity of the 40m
prototype interferometer. The “quantum noise” trace does not exhibit the same pro-
file as that for aLIGO, as the RSE pole is at a much higher frequency, outside of the band
resolvablewith our digital control system. The “mirror thermal” trace includes the Brow-
nian noise of the mirror substrate and coating, thermoelastic noise of the substrate, and
thermo-optic noise of the coating.
all of the relevant effects are understood, and used to inform changes in the control or
electronics design. One way of measuring the sensing matrix is to inject controlled oscil-
lations into the digital control output of the various length servos at an audio frequency
outside of the control bandwidth, and demodulating the various signals at the excita-
tion frequency. Notch filters in the controllers are used to make sure that unintended
responses are induced via cross-couplings. Through knowledge of the mechanical and
electronic responses of the elements in the control loops, one can calculate the optical
response to a displacement in a certain length degree of freedom. A measurement of the
40m prototypes DRFPMI sensing matrix is shown in Figure 3.11.
The interpretation of the CARM and REFL11 result is not entirely straightforward, due
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Figure 3.10: Displacement sensitivity of the 40mprototype interferometer. “Dark noise”
refers to the noise present in the output photodiode and associated signal chain when no
incident light is present. “DAC” noise is due to distortions from the DACs that drive the
test mass position actuators. The trace labeled “fundamental” is the total noise shown in
Figure 3.9.
to the analog CARM control. It is not practical to excite CARM or to digitally monitor
the RFPD responses above the 30 kHz control bandwidth, so the excitation is subject
to loop suppression at the 310Hz excitation frequency. Furthermore, it is not feasible
to notch out the response of the CARM servo at the excitation frequencies of the other
lengths, as this would make the loop unstable. Thus, since the analog REFL11 I signal is
used as the error signal for the high bandwidth CARM loop, the response of REFL11 I to
any length degree of freedom is suppressed by the CARM loop.
Finally, camera images of the light at theAS,REFL, andPOPports in the locked state can
be seen in Figures 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14. The significant asymmetry and side-lobes evident in
these pictures indicate significantmisalignments in the interferometer. This is ultimately
unsurprising given the current lack of interferometric alignment sensors, as are used in
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Figure 3.11: Sensing Matrix Measurement of the 40m prototype interferometer during
DRFPMI operation. The radial dimension is logarithmic, each grid mark indicating a
decade. The I and Q labels refer to the two analog outputs of RF demodulation units,
which are thereafter digitized, rotated, and scaled to create the error signals for the length
control loops. The response ismeasured inunits ofWatts ofRF laser intensity fluctuation
at the demodulation frequency incident on the photodiode surface per meter of change
in the interferometer length coordinate.
aLIGO. Up to this point, these have been elided at the 40m prototype for the sake of
controls simplicity.
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Figure 3.12: AS port camera during DRFPMI Lock
Figure 3.13: REFL port during DRFPMI Lock
Figure 3.14: POP port during DRFPMI Lock
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3.7 FutureWork
3.7.1 LockMaintenence
There are several hardware upgrades that could be considered at this point to improve
the robustness and reliability of the 40m locking processes.
One of the main limitations on longer lock stretches is the lack of interferometric align-
ment sensing. As discussed above, the final alignment state of the interferometer includes
feedback loops acting on individual optics and referenced to fixed points on in-air op-
tical tables with no seismic isolation, which are limited by the precision of the initial
dither alignment servos. Ideally, one would employ resonant wavefront sensors at the
AS and/or REFL port to stabilize the differential and common arm angular modes and
actuate in a diagonalized basis on the testmasses, as in aLIGO. This will be especially nec-
essary for the higher circulating powers afforded by any increase in recycling gain, which
should push the radiation pressure dynamics into the unstable regime.
Another potential upgrade that is currently in early testing is the use of fiber coupled light
from the auxiliary ALS lasers before the frequency doubling crystal to create an fiber-
coupled IR optical beat, in place of the free-space green light beat. This would have the
advantage of more available power for the optical beat and eliminate the need for free-
space mode matching and frequent manual alignment maintenance.
Finally, while seismic feed-forward is used to reduce angular motion of the PRC and ex-
cess length noise in the inputmode cleaner using a seismometer located at the interferom-
eter vertex, additional noise reduction can be achieved through the use of the seismome-
ters located at each end station. Reducing the arm length fluctuations at low frequencies
will make the ALS to PDH hand-off for CARM control much more reliable.
3.7.2 Sensitivity Improvement
Now that the aLIGO interferometers are locking robustly and repeatedly, it is no longer
as critical to maintain the same configuration at the 40m. The 40m prototype can prove
to be a useful test bed for integrating novel technologies into a full suspended interfer-
ometer system, such as cryogenic cooling of the test masses.
One aspect of the 40mdesign thatwemay consider changing is the signal recycling cavity.
In aLIGO, it is desirable to broaden the interferometer’s response bandwidth in order to
have good sensitivity at higher frequencies. Especially since there aremany technical noise
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sources at lower frequencies that limit the current performance (see Section 5.1), the low
frequency response attenuation due to the RSE technique is not a major drawback.
However, as shown in Table 3.1, the signal extraction pole is 167 kHz, which is far out-
side what we measure with the data acquisition system. Indeed, even the single 40m arm
cavity pole of 4.4 kHz is near our digitial nyquist limit of 8192 kHz. Thus, it is worth ex-
amining what benefit could be had at the 40m by employing true signal recycling, where
the carrier light resonates in the SRC; amplifying the low frequency response at the ex-
pense of response bandwidth.
Figure 3.15 compares the theoretical responses functions and quantum noise levels for
signal recycling (SR), resonant sideband extraction (RSE), and the removal of the SRM,
keeping all other aspects of the interferometer constant. Although the enhancement of
the interferometer response in the SR case does afford a region of increased sensitivity
from 200Hz to 4 kHz, the increased differential mode finesse also worsens the influence
ofquantumnoise. In fact, wholesale removal of the SRMprovides amuchbroader region
of quantumnoise improvement, from 100Hz to 30 kHz. Thiswould have the additional
benefit of simplifying the length and alignment controls of the interferometer.
There is a much larger configuration space that can be searched, however. For instance,
one could use a detuned SRC configuration to achieve sub-SQLperformance in a limited
frequency band, or increase the mirror masses to reduce the displacement fluctuations
due to radiation pressure forces.
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of the interferometer response (top) and quantum noise (bot-
tom) for signal recycling (SR), resonant sideband extraction (RSE), and removal of the
SRM. The response functions are normalized by the single arm cavity response at DC.
The labels on the response curves indicate the theoretical response function pole fre-
quency following Izumi and Sigg [15]. The quantum noise depicted includes both
shot noise on the output photodiode, but also the force noise on the test masses due to
radiation-pressure effects. Quantum noise levels are computed with Finesse [51], incor-
porating the lowered loss levels discussed in Section 3.6.1 and DC readout. Also shown
for comparison is the “standard quantum limit” for the position measurement of a free
mass, as described by Braginsky andKhalili [52].
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Chapter 4
Automating Inteferometer
Control
As the technology and design behind terrestrial gravitational wave detectors evolves and
becomes more complex, the sophistication of the required controls engineering is in-
creased in kind. The adaptability of real-time digital control systems is indispensable
for commissioning reliable procedures for controlling the instruments. We can create
complex logic and signal flow, execute arbitrary computations on recorded signals, make
precise measurements from desktop computers in a control room, and make targeted
changes to the control scheme without modifying any hardware.
This chapter will detail the work done on an algorithmic approach to automating aspects
of interferometer control, specifically by using a composite feedback control error signal
which ismade up ofmultiple available signals weighted in a way thatminimizes the noise
in the signal. We will refer to this algorithm as CESAR (Combined Error Signal from
Automatic Regression).
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4.1 Interferometer locking techniques
The initial incarnation of LIGO used a Power-Recycled Fabry-Pérot Michelson config-
uration (PRFPMI), in which it was necessary to keep four length degrees of freedom
under interferometric feedback control using signals derived via optical heterodyne tech-
niques (see Section 1.3). In the PRFPMI configuration, the differential degrees of free-
dom— the differential arm cavity length (DARM) and shortMichelson length (MICH)
— are more or less cleanly separable in the signals at the anti-symmetric (AS) port and
the power recycling cavity pick-off (POP) port. However, the optical dynamics of the
common arm length (CARM) and power recycling cavity length (PRCL) are entangled
to a degree where careful design and thought is required to bring the interferometer into
its fully operation state.
In Regehr et al. [53], stable control of a tabletop PRFPMI was achieved using signals
derived from a single phase modulation (PM) sideband. Calculating the necessary con-
ditions for stability in the PRFPMI configuration allows one to derive the characteristics
of the controllers that are suitable for active feedback control of all four degrees of free-
dom in the narrow regime around the operating point, using detailed knowledge of the
optical system. That is, the response of every optical sensor to every length degree of
freedom, a.k.a. the optical sensing matrix, was calculated a priori and used to inform the
design of the controllers. Then, the process of lock acquisition is very straightforward:
the controller is continuously active, and an unlocked interferometer that coincidentally
passes through the operating point is subjected to sufficient corrective actuation to be
held there.
However, this process is reliant on a certain confidence that the all four interferometer
length degrees of freedom will coincidentally pass through the proper operating point
frequently enough, and that the actuators are of sufficient strength to apply the neces-
sary transient force before the system leaves the linear regime. In Evans et al. [54], the
authors devised a multi-step sequence where portions of the interferometer were locked
in conditionally stable states, which could be initiated more frequently and repeatably,
leading up to a fully resonant interferometer. Auxiliary optical signals, such as the circu-
lating power at various points, were used to dynamically estimate and invert the sensing
matrix in real time to continuously control the cavity lengths as it traversed through these
different states. This technique had the advantage ofwidening the phase spacewhere lock
acquisition could be initiated, increasing the frequency of lock acquisition attempts and
avoiding the need for large transient forces. However, it could be difficult to troubleshoot
this systemwhen it was not working, as it relied on accurate and precise knowledge of the
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optical parameters of the system that could be challenging to monitor.
As the design process forAdvancedLIGOwas ongoing, an important aspectwas the con-
sideration of the feedback control and lock acquisition with the incorporation of a signal
extraction cavity, as part of the DRSE scheme. This additional cavity length necessitated
the introduction of new ways to derive information of cavity lengths and procedures for
locking the entire interferometer [55]. Some of the successfully demonstrated ideas in-
cluded: the use of an amplitude modulation induced single sideband resonant solely in
the PRC to serve as a stable oscillator for the PM sideband resonant in the SRC [56];
using an auxiliary input laser to provide a subcarrier field at a tunable offset from the car-
rier to control and dynamically detune the SRC [57]; and using two PM sidebands with
different resonant conditions in the PRC and SRC along with double-demodulation to
remove the influence of the armmotion induced carrier field fluctuations [58].
The first demonstrationof lock acquisition in a suspendedDRSE interferometerwas per-
formed at the 40m prototype interferometer [10], in a proposed aLIGO configuration
using two frontal PM sidebands. Some of the technical challenges observed in this effort
led to the development of the Auxiliary Laser Stabilization (ALS) technique, which was
also demonstrated at the 40m prototype [23]. ALS involves dichroic mirror coatings and
injection of frequency doubled light from auxiliary lasers into the arm cavities to pro-
vide independent error signals for the arm cavities that is independent from the highly
nonlinear DRMI cavities (see Section 1.3.4).
In addition, the complications of the input optics necessary for the double demodulation
technique were omitted in favor of the 3F locking technique [25] in aLIGO, where new
DRMI error signals are derived fromhigher order demodulation products that have a sig-
nificantly reduced contribution from the carrier field that interacts strongly with the arm
cavities, thereby enabling more robust control of the DRMI before the arm lengths are
fully stabilized. Together, ALS and 3F signals provide sufficiently separated error signals
for the arm andDRMI cavity lengths such that the CARMoffset reduction sequence (as
summarized in Section 1.3.4) can be reliably performed at the aLIGO observatories [12].
4.1.1 Dynamic combination of signals
At their core, the steady-state control loops currently in use are fundamentally similar to
the era of analog control. With engineering experience and trial-and-error, a single signal
— often drawn from a set of possible choice — is used as an error signal in a manually
designed controller and feedback loop. However, as has been discussed in Section 1.3.4,
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modern interferometer designs rely on having multiple signals available for providing
an estimate of a physical quantity that have partially overlapping regimes of validity or
utility. Examples include the CARM length degree of freedom that can be measured via
ALS, the DC arm transmission, and demodulated RF photodiode signals and angular
motion of the test masses from local suspension sensors, optical levers, or interferometric
wavefront sensors.
Using multiple measurements of a quantity will generically have a lower statistical un-
certainty associated with the combined estimation as compared to any individual mea-
surement used as an estimator. So, in principle, one can improve the measurement of a
interferometer degree of freedom by appropriately combining all of the signals that pro-
vide even a weak measurement of that quantity. This would also reduce the influence of
sensing noise in a running control loop.
Apart from noise concerns, reducing the active cognitive load on the scientists commis-
sioning and operating gravitational wave detectors is critical for advancing the sophistica-
tionof thehardware and technology that canbe employed. Constructing automated con-
trol systems that require minimal a priori knowledge about the control plant can poten-
tially simplify lock acquisition efforts for many future generations of gravitational wave
detectors with novel configurations.
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4.2 The CESARAlgorithm
The goal of the CESAR algorithm is to produce a “super-signal” for use in an active feed-
back stabilization loop that combines multiple candidate error signals in a way that min-
imizes the uncertainty and noise in the sensing of the feedback error signal without a
priori knowledge of the nature of the candidates. This, in turn, reduces the actuation
noise present due to the active stabilization. The work presented in this chapter limits
itself to linear combinations of the candidate signals; some practical consequences of this
limitation will be discussed in Section 4.4. The algorithm is intended to be able to run
in real time, adjusting the signal combination as the underlying system parameters evolve
or moves through different regimes.
Figure 4.1 sketches the basic topology considered for the application of the algorithm,
where x is the target quantity of interest measured by the n candidate signals si ; the CE-
SAR error signal e is composed of a weighted sum of the candidates.
We will initially consider the system to be artificially held at some constant state at which
x(t) ≈ x0, and where the fluctuations in x(t) are small enough that we may treat the x
dependent output of each sensor, si , as the the first term in the Taylor series, i.e. a purely
linear signal:
si(t) ≈ δi(t) + di(x(t) − x0) (4.1)
where δi represents a random noise process reflecting the sensor noise and
di B
∂si
∂x

x=x0
(4.2)
So, we must dynamically evaluate the content of the candidate signals, estimating their
response to the desired quantity and the associated sensing noise. First, we must decide
what we mean by the “optimal” combination of signals. For the ease of analysis, the
metric chosen is simply tominimize the totalRMSof the combinedCESAR signal, while
maintaining a constant response to the target quantity.
The basic procedure of the CESAR algorithm as executed in this work is as follows:
• Continuously excite the target quantity with a constant sinusoidal excitation
• Estimate the response, di , of each candidate signal to the excitation, and the uncer-
tainty of this estimation, σd,i .
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the feedback topology considered for the application of the
CESAR algorithm. Blocks correspond to Laplace-domain linear time invariant elements.
x is the target quantity tobe sensed and estimated. There aren candidate signals, si , which
measure x with some responses dn and are subject to uncorrelated sensing noises δi . The
CESAR error signal is the sum of contributions from the candidates, weighted by the cn
coefficients. K is the controller and P is the system plant. Common force and sensing
noises, δ f and δS, are included for completeness.
• Calculate the RMS of the independent sensing noises, converted into common
units by their estimated responses and separated via frequency domain coherence,
σx,i .
• Calculate and apply the weights, wi , that minimize the RMS of the combined sig-
nal while maintaining a constant response to the target quantity.
• Periodically repeat the above steps.
The following sections will discuss these steps in more detail.
4.2.1 Lock-in Response Sensing
The method for measuring the response of each sensor signal is fairly straightforward, as
long aswe adhere to the assumption that the frequency responses in the regime of interest
are flat. We can use the common technique of sinusoidally exciting the system with the
actuator at some frequency outside of the loop bandwidth. The controller response may
feature a notch at the excitation frequency, to ensure that the feedback does not affect the
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estimation. Then, each sensor signal can be demodulated at the excitation frequency, to
evaluate its response.
Mathematically, we can write the sensor signal in the presence of some forcing term u =
AD sin(ωDt) as:
si(t) = δi(t) + di
(
x(t) + δs(t) + P˜ ? δ f (t) + P˜ ? AD sin(ωDt)
)
(4.3)
We then define the output of the complex demodulation as:
Di B 2〈|si(t)eiωD t |〉 = diP(ωD)AD (4.4)
Here, we represent the dynamics of the plant by convolving the applied forces with the
impulse response of the plant, P˜. In practice, we take the expectation value by taking the
average value of the demodulated signal, after a suitable low pass to eliminate unwanted
terms that arise at 2ωD.We will call this estimate D¯i .
In order to maintain the same overall response of the CESAR signal throughout the off-
set stepping process, a reference measurement is made when the algorithm is initiated.
Thereafter, the signal responses are determined relative to this initial measurement. An-
other way of looking at this is that the system attempts to keep the response of the error
signal at the excitation frequency constant. So, when the system is first brought under
control, this demodulation is performed to determine D¯0, and thereafter
d¯i
d¯0
=
D¯i
D¯0
(4.5)
If the actuator and sensor calibrations for D0 are known, these quantities can be deter-
mined in physical units. Otherwise, however, it is enough to set d¯0 B 1, since we just
need to track changes relative to the starting point.
In order to quantify the error in these estimations, we can associate some standard ran-
dom error inDi using the RMS fluctuations of the demodulated signal after the low pass
has settled: σD,i . Then, the error in d¯i can be written as:(
σd,i
d¯i
)2
=
(
σD,i
D¯i
)2
+
(
σD,0
D¯0
)2
(4.6)
4.2.2 OptimalWeighting of the Error Signals
Wemay create an estimate of x(t) from each candidate sensor
xi(t) B si(t)di (4.7)
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and create the CESAR error signal as a weighted combination of these:
e(t) =
∑
i
wixi(t) where
∑
i
wi = 1 (4.8)
In this hypothetical state, the content of each estimate is dominated by the δi terms. (The
reality of in-loop effects and common noise will be considered in Section 4.2.3). Then,
the RMS variation of the CESAR error signal can be written as
σ2e B
∑
i
w2i σ
2
x,i (4.9)
where
σx,i B
σδ,i
di
(4.10)
=
√
〈δi(t)2〉
di
(4.11)
That is, σx,i is the variance of si(t) converted to the units of x. (We will refine the defini-
tion below).
We want to find a choice of wis that minimizes σ2e . This can be done by taking the gra-
dient with respect to a vector constructed of the wis, and using a Lagrange multiplier to
enforce the constraint on the sum of the weighting coefficients:
L(wi, λ) =λ
(∑
i
wi − 1
)
+
∑
i
w2i σ
2
x,i (4.12)
⇒ ∂L
∂wi
=λ + 2wiσ2x,i = 0 (4.13)
⇒ wi ∝ 1
σ2x,i
(4.14)
Thus, weighting the signals proportionally to the inverse of the individual converted vari-
ances will minimize the variance of the combined error signal. As long as one normalizes
the weightings by their sum, initially using wi = σ−2x,i is enough. Given this result, if we
want to minimize the RMS of our error signal through combination of various sensors,
we must estimate the independent variance associated with each sensor.
In practice, we do not have perfect knowledge of the di terms, and instead use the esti-
mated value derived from the method in Section 4.2.1.
x¯i(t) = si(t)
d¯i
(4.15)
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The question is, now, how to write the variance of e(t) in the form of Equation 4.9. We
have:
e(t) =
∑
i
wi
si(t)
d¯i
(4.16)
=
∑
i
wi
dix(t) + δi(t)
d¯i
(4.17)
The method for estimating the individual uncorrelated sensor noise terms, δi , will be
shown in Section 4.2.3, we will take them as known for now.
In Equation 4.16, there are two mechanisms for the introduction of uncertainty. In ad-
dition to the sensor noise itself, the error in the estimation in di will have an effect. Intu-
itively, this makes sense; if the response is not correctly sensed, we arrive at an incorrect
estimation of the effective sensor noise level, and may be fooled into placing unfounded
confidence in the signal. This is qualitatively different from the direct effect of random
sensor noise, and requires that refine our definition of σx,i .
Despite this qualitative difference, the simplest practical way to estimate the variance as-
sociatedwith each term in the sumwould be to consider the numerator and denominator
in Equation 4.16 as quantities sampled with some standard error, thus allowing us to use
the rules for the propagation of standard error. While not mathematically rigorous, it
allows us to make a quantitative estimation of the total variance of each sensor. That is:
e =
∑
i
wi
dix ± σδ,i
di ± σd,i (4.18)
B
∑
i
wi
(
x ± σx,i
)
(4.19)
Thus,
〈e〉 =x (4.20)
σ2x,i B
(
σδ,i
di
)2
+ 〈x2〉
(
σd,i
di
)2
(4.21)
and σ2e =
∑
i
w2i σ
2
x,i (4.22)
Here, wemust nowaugment the equationswith knowledge gleaned from the closed-loop
system. Absent perfect knowledge of 〈x2〉, we may use the variance of the error signal at
the previous step, as this will be related to the levels of fluctuations of x while the loop
is closed. Ultimately, since it is the relative variances of the sensors that determines the
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weightings, very precise determination of the absolute variances is not critical as long as
their hierarchy is preserved.
So, we arrive at our expression for our chosen weighting of each sensor’s signal, given
estimations of the sensor noise, the response of the sensor, and the uncertainty of the
determination of the response (before normalization by the sum of the weights):
wi =
[(
σδ,i
d¯i
)2
+ σ2e,Prev
(
σd,i
d¯i
)2]−1
(4.23)
4.2.3 Independent Sensor Noise Estimation
If multiple sensors are combined to create the CESAR error signal, then the sensor noise
of each of them will propagate through the loop, and be present in every other sensor’s
signals. Let us examine how we may arrive at an estimate of each sensor’s uncorrelated
sensing noise by in-loopmeasurements. For the remainder of this section, wewill assume
that d¯i ≈ di , and neglect effects of miscalibration.
Given equation 4.16, we can close the loop and arrive at an expression for the Laplace
domain in-loop error signal:
e =
δs + Pδ f +
∑
i wi
δi
di
1 − G (4.24)
withG ≡ KP. Then, each sensor’s signal is given by:
si = δi + di
©­«
δs + Pδ f + G
∑
j w j
δj
dj
1 − G
ª®¬ (4.25)
In the regime whereG  1, then:
si ≈ δi + di(δs + Pδ f ) (4.26)
With knowledge of the loop shape,G, one can arrive at a similar,more general expression:
si − Gedi = δi + di(δs + Pδ f ) (4.27)
In both of these expressions, we have come up with a frequency domain expression for
each signal composed of measurable quantities that contains the noise common to all
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sensors, and the individual sensor’s noise. Thus, these signals will have one component
that is coherent across all of the sensors, and one that is not. Since all we care about is
the noise level of the δi terms, and not their time domain representation, we can esti-
mate their power spectral density by performing coherence-weighted frequency domain
subtraction. This is implemented with the frequency domain Wiener filter technique
detailed in Section 5.2.2, and is applicable for an arbitrary number of candidate signals.
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4.3 Testing and Results
The test bed that was chosen for the initial testing of the CESAR algorithmwas the con-
trol of a single Fabry-Pérot arm cavity at the 40m prototype interferometer. This system
can be thought of as a simplified version of the control of the common arm length de-
gree of freedom for an aLIGO interferometer, as a similar set of length error signals are
available (see Figure 4.2) while not subject to the complications of control of the vertex
DRMI, radiation pressure effects, or time-varying dynamics due to a changing coupled
cavity pole frequency. This section will detail testing of the CESAR algorithm on a time-
domain simulation of a 40m arm cavity, and the subsequent successful application to the
real time control of an arm cavity at the 40m prototype.
4.3.1 Time Domain Simulation and Validation
Before attempting to use the CESAR algorithm on actual interferometer hardware, it
was tested with a time-domain interferometer simulation in order to gauge its validity
and utility. Specifically, the algorithm was tested on a simulation of a single arm cavity
at the 40m prototype interferometer using the “End to End” (E2E) interferometer sim-
ulation software [59]. E2E is capable of time domain simulation of the opto-mechanical
dynamics of suspended interferometers and the control systems employed to stabilize
them. To make this specific simulation an appropriate gauge of the utility of the CE-
SAR algorithm, the following properties of the 40m arm cavity systemwere replicated as
accurately as possible:
• The optical parameters of the arm cavity optics
• The mechanical properties of the optic suspensions
• The ambient seismic noise spectrum, subject to filtering by the seismic isolation
stacks.
• The control filters used for single arm locking.
• The sensor noise levels of the PDH, ALS, and transmitted cavity light signals
When executing the simulation, data is written at regular intervals to an output file with
the content of a number of signals, including the individual optical sensors and the true
physical fluctuations of the cavity length. The software implementation of the control
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Figure 4.2: Profiles of the signals used as length error signals and input to the CESAR
weighting algorithm. Details of the origins of these signals can be found in Section 1.3.
servo logic also included an input matrix whose elements could updated by reading an
external parameter file at specified times; these matrix elements being intended as the
outputs of the CESAR algorithm. This enabled the creation of a program which would
coordinate the execution of the simulation, andwouldmake the necessary computations
according to the CESAR algorithm to update the input matrix from the output data
when the simulation was ready. Looking ahead to its implementation on the 40m inter-
ferometer itself, this program was written to be able to easily swap out the commands
for retrieving data and communicating its results for those used by the interferometer
operation computers, while using the identical code for the algorithm computations.
As an analog to the CARM offset reduction sequence[12], the simulation was arranged
to begin with active feedback control of a single arm cavity length with the ALS error
signal, with an offset of five cavity linewidths from IR resonance. The control loopwould
then gradually reduce this offset in small steps, computing and implementing a new error
signal input matrix at each step. The control would step continuously until the cavity
had passed through resonance and reached an offset of five linewidths on the other side
of IR resonance, in order to test that the algorithm would not only smoothly switch to
a low-noise signal when available, but also that it would abandon a previously valuable
signal when it was no longer in its valid regime. For the simulation, only two signals were
included as inputs to the CESAR algorithm: the ALS signal, and the PDH IR optical
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heterodyne signal.
Some selected quantities from this simulation are shown inFigure 4.3. Generally, the sim-
ulated performance of the CESAR algorithmwas successful, though the iterative testing
of it with the simulation did motivate some practical modifications.
Specifically, since the algorithm uses information at a previous step to inform the signal
weights at the following step, it is in principle possible to assign non-zero weight to a
signalwhose slopewill reach zero at the next step, exhibiting a sensing “singularity”where
no length information is actually present in the signal. The preceding step will generally
exhibit a small ki , and thus the problematic signal will be amplified by a large amount,
corrupting the overall signal and often causing a lock loss.
To avoid this occurrence, signals with a score of less than 0.1 are reassigned a score of 0, as
their inclusion would not improve the overall sensitivity much, and these signals may be
near a sensing singularity. There is also a check at each step that the estimation of a signal’s
slope, ki , and the statistical error in that estimation,σk,i , did not include zero in ki±5σk,i .
Nevertheless, as can be seen around the right side of resonance in Figure 4.3, excess noise
can be introduced around sensing singularities even with this check. The most robust
response to this factor is simply reducing the step size, such that sensing singularities are
approached slowly enough that the converted sensing noise is observed to rise enough to
lower the score below the threshold value before the singularity is reached.
4.3.2 40m Single Arm Test
With a successful test on the E2E time domain simulation complete, the code was de-
ployed on the 40m arm cavity, using three input signals: ALS, PDH, and the DC trans-
mitted cavity power. This is analogous to the signals used during the aLIGO CARM
offset reduction sequence. Figure 4.4 shows a “lock acquisition” procedure, where the
arm is initially under stable feedback control with anALS error signal and ends up on IR
resonance exclusively using the PDH error signal (due to the PDH signal’s vastly supe-
rior noise performance). The available error signals are successfully re-weighted as their
equivalent displacement noise evolves, resulting in the overall RMSof the composite CE-
SAR error signal generally decreasing smoothly as IR resonance is approached, and often
of lower noise than would be possible when using a single error signal.
In order to achieve this smooth behavior however, the step size had to be quite small —
about 50 µm. Thus, the lock acquisition shown took on the order of 20min to complete.
Nevertheless, theCESARalgorithmwas able to replicate and improve the generalCARM
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offset reduction sequence for the single arm case without any a priori knowledge of the
functional forms of the available signals or their regimes of validity. The solitary human
intervention required was starting the program execution at 5 nm from resonance and
defining the three available candidate error signals.
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Figure 4.3: Time domain simulation of a 40m Fabry-Pérot arm cavity scan using the CE-
SAR algorithm. Shaded regions, where included, represent 1σ fluctuations of the quan-
tity at that cavity tuning.
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Figure 4.4: IR Lock acquisition of a 40m arm cavity using the CESAR algorithm. The
starting condition was stable feedback control using solely the ALS signal at 5 nm from
resonance. The CESAR program took gradual steps to decrease this offset until a manu-
ally specified transmitted power threshold was met, coinciding with IR resonance.
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4.4 FutureWork
As detailed here, the performance of the CESAR algorithm is perhaps too slow for con-
venient usage. One approach to mitigating this factor would be to introduce a persistent
memory store that keeps track of the slope and mean value estimates at each operating
point, thereby reconstructing the functional form of the signal. Then, when locking,
the algorithm could use previously measured features to quickly adjust the blending the
signals at each step, without having to wait long enough to remeasure with reasonable
statistics. This would additionally discover sensing singularities on the first pass, allow-
ing the algorithm to take larger steps when it is in a regime devoid of singularities.
However, a more pressing limitation for use specifically for CARM offset reduction is
that the algorithm as described here does not include considerations for error signals
whose frequency response to the physical quantity of interest is non-trivial, as is the case
when optical pole effects are present, for example. In the 40m arm cavity case, the single
arm cavity pole is on the order of 10 kHz, which is well above the digital control UGF
of 100Hz and thereby easily neglected. However, during the aLIGO lock acquisition se-
quence, the coupled cavity pole is not only low enough to have an appreciably different
frequency response than the ALS signal, this pole moves from≈80Hz to≈0.5Hz as the
CARM offset is reduced.
One could imagine extending the CESAR algorithm to include multiple sensing excita-
tions at a few frequencies, and interpolating a filter for each signal such that it roughly
inverts the changing frequency response. However, this possibility has not been investi-
gated at this time.
Nevertheless, there are situations where offset steps and changing sensing dynamics are
not as critical where the current state of the CESAR algorithm could potential be ben-
eficial. For example, one could implement an automated transition from the 3F to 1F
DRMI error signals that is robust to changes in sensing magnitudes, or an automated
transition from ALS to RF CARM control in 40m-style locking (see Section 3.4) with a
static optical pole compensator present for the IR PDH signal.
Finally, work is ongoing to investigate the suitability of using neural networks to recon-
struct linear length degree of freedom signals from the ensemble of optical signals, in-
cluding both DC power and RF heterodyne measurements. If trained on accurate in-
terferometer simulations, the network can provide signals with wider linear regimes that
can be used as input to conservative feedback controllers to slow the system down to the
point where the unmodified optical signals can be used with their usual controllers.
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Chapter 5
Offline Noise Subtraction
5.1 Introduction
During the first observational run of the Advanced LIGO detectors (O1), from Septem-
ber 12, 2015 to January 19, 2016, two binary black hole merger events — GW150914 [6]
and GW151226 [60]—were confidently identified, while a third signal — LVT151012—
was deemed to have an 87% probability of being of astrophysical origin [61]. These ob-
servations were a direct consequence of the greatly enhanced sensitivity of the aLIGO
detectors over previous generations of terrestrial gravitational wave detectors.
Theultimate sensitivity of the aLIGOdetectors is dictatedby thephysics inherent to their
design, such as shot noise of the laser light or thermal fluctuations of the mirror coatings
and optic suspensions [4]. However, the performance during the first observing run was
also influenced by technical noises which arise from factors such as the instrumentation
or control of the interferometer [5]. The confidence in the significance of any given signal
and our ability to extract astrophysical information from it is is directly impacted by the
noise and sensitivity of the detectors at the time, and so there is a strong need to improve
their performance by any available means.
In general, the performance of a single detector is characterized by separately considering
theplethora ofmechanismsbywhichnon-astrophysical signals couple into the strain out-
put of the instrument, such as the shot noise of the light incident on the output photodi-
odes or thermal motion of the arm cavity mirror surfaces. Once categorized into causally
distinct groups, we can predict the instrument’s performance from the incoherent sum
of these noise mechanisms, and compare it to the observed steady state sensitivity. This
is a crucial analysis whenworking to understand and improve the performance, as a diag-
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contributor in the frequency range 20–100 Hz has not yet
been identified.
The narrowband features in the sensitivity plots shown in
Fig. 5 are caused by power lines (60 Hz and harmonics),
suspension mechanical resonances, and excitations that are
deliberately added to the instrument for calibration and
alignment purposes. These very narrow lines are easily
excluded from the data analysis, while the broadband noise
inevitably limits the instrument sensitivity. The latter is
therefore a more important topic of investigation.
A. Seismic and thermal noises
Below 10 Hz, there is significant displacement noise
from residual seismic motion. On average, at both the
Livingston and Hanford sites, the ground moves by
∼10−9 m=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Hz
p
at 10 Hz—ten orders of magnitude larger
than the Advanced LIGO target sensitivity at this fre-
quency. To address this difference, seismic noise is filtered
using a combination of passive and active stages. The test
masses are suspended from quadruple pendulums [24].
These passive filters have resonances as low as 0.4 Hz and
provide isolation as 1=f8 in the detection bandwidth. The
pendulums are mounted on multistage active platforms
[41,42]. These systems use very-low-noise inertial sensors
to provide the required isolation in the detection band and
at lower frequencies (below 10 Hz). This isolation is crucial
for bringing the interferometer into the linear regime and
allowing the longitudinal control system to maintain it on
resonance. The active platforms combine feedback and
feedforward control to provide one order of magnitude of
isolation at the microseism frequencies (around 0.1 Hz) and
three orders of magnitude between 1 Hz and 10 Hz. Most of
the suspension resonances are located in this band, where
ground excitation from anthropogenic noise and wind is
significant.
Fluctuations of local gravity fields around the test
masses—caused by ground motion and vibrations of the
buildings, chambers, and concrete floor—also couple to the
gravitational wave channel as force noise [43] (gravity
gradient noise). The coupling to the differential arm length
displacement is given by
LðfÞ ¼ 2NgravðfÞð2πfÞ2
NgravðfÞ ¼ βGρNseiðfÞ; ð8Þ
where Ngrav is the fluctuation of the local gravity field
projected on the arm cavity axis, the factor of 2 accounts for
the incoherent sum of noises from the four test masses,G is
the gravitational constant, ρ≃ 1800 kgm−3 is the ground
density near the mirror, β≃ 10 is a geometric factor, and
Nsei is the seismic motion near the test mass. Since the
ground near the test masses moves by ≃10−9 m= ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃHzp at
10 Hz, local gravity fluctuations at this frequency are
Ngrav ≈ 10−15 ms−2=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Hz
p
and the total noise coupled
into the gravitational wave channel at 10 Hz is
L ≈ 5 × 10−19 m=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Hz
p
. Gravity gradient noise is one of
the limiting noise sources of the Advanced LIGO design
in the frequency range 10–20 Hz. However, the typical
sensitivity measured during O1 is still far from this
limitation.
(a) LIGO Livingston Observatory
(b) LIGO Hanford Observatory
FIG. 5. Noise budget plots for the gravitational wave channels
of the two LIGO detectors. The strain sensitivities are similar
between the two sites. Plot (a) shows the low-frequency curves
for L1, whereas Plot (b) shows the high-frequency curves for H1
detector. Quantum noise is the sum of the quantum radiation
pressure noise and shot noise. Dark noise refers to electronic
noise in the signal chain with no light incident on the readout
photodetectors. Thermal noise is the sum of suspension and
coating thermal noises. Gas noise is the sum of squeezed film
damping and beam tube gas phase noises. The coupling of the
residual motion of the Michelson (MICH) and signal recycling
cavity (SRCL) degrees of freedom to gravitational wave channel
is reduced by a feedforward cancellation technique. At low
frequencies, there is currently a significant gap between the
measured strain noise and the root-square sum of investigated
noises. At high frequencies, the sensitivity is limited by shot noise
and input beam jitter.
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Figure 5.1: Low frequency noise budget for theL1 aLIGO interferometer duringO1, from
Martynov et al. [5].
nosis of what aspects or subsystems of the detector are the limiting factors. It also shows
us where the noise exceeds the sum of the budgeted noise sources, and therebywhere our
understanding of the noise is incomplete.
Figure 5.1 shows a noise budget of the lower frequency regime assembled as a represen-
tative state of the aLIGO detectors during O1. (The performance at high frequencies is
generally well understood, and corresponds to the shot noise at the output photodiodes)
It can be seen that at low frequencies there remains some amount of noise that remains
unexplained. In addition, there is a significant contribution from technical noise aris-
ing from the control of the suspended optics. This is due, in part, the control actuation
necessary to keep the instrument well aligned over long periods of time and the gradual
shifts in the beam spot positions. Higher mass binary systems, such as the ≈30M and
35M black holes that producedGW150914, merge at lower frequencies, making the low
frequency performance of the detectors especially important for this kind of event. The
recorded signal from GW150914 only spent about 200ms in the sensitive ba d of the
instrument, resolvable from about 35–250Hz [6]
The aLIGO detectors employ numerous subsystems that control different aspects of the
instrument and monitor its state. These are coordinated and operated in large part by
a distributed digital control system wh ch measures and records a large numbers of sig-
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nals related to these subsystems, in addition to the main output which measures space-
time strain. Thus, numerous signals are synchronously recorded along with the interfer-
ometer output, such as those from environmental sensors, mirror suspension actuation,
and photodetectors. These auxiliary signals have the potential to witness coupling of un-
wanted noises into the interferometer, and are used in the commissioning of the detector
to diagnose and mitigate such couplings.
Many of these couplings were expected and accounted for in the commissioning and
operation of the LIGO interferometers, and could be measured and characterized in a
fairly straightforward manner. For instance, excess motion of the interferometer’s beam-
splitter causes some differential phase shift in the recombining beams exiting the arm
cavities, which directly contributes to the output strain signal. The excess beam-splitter
motion above 10Hz itself is primarily due to the Michelson sensing noise’s influence on
the length actuation signals [62]. Since this coupling arises within a system under our
control, we can measure the influence of the beam-splitter actuation on the strain sig-
nal, and induce correctional feed-forward actuation to eliminate its contribution to the
recorded strain signal once this coupling is well characterized; this has been done in the
real-time control system for the LIGO interferometers [13, 16].
Seismometer signals have also been used to train feed-forward subtraction filters that are
run in real-time to reduce the physical motion of interferometer elements, see [45] and
Section 3.3. Thismanner of online subtraction has the strong benefit of reducing the gain
or dynamic range requirements of the length and/or angular feedback systems.
However, gradual changes in instrument state, such as alignment or thermal state, can
cause changes in the expected couplings during an observing run, when it is preferred
to make as few configuration changes to the instrument as possible. This may lead to
unwanted noise making its way to the recorded strain data, despite the necessary infor-
mation required to subtract it being available. Furthermore, there is the possibility of
unconsidered noise couplings being present that could in principle be predicted from
other recorded signals. At this point, the only recourse is to revisit previously recorded
data and attempt to regress the unwanted noise out.
One technique for reducing the noise in the strain signal post-facto using auxiliary infor-
mation is Wiener filtering[63], a multiple-input single-output (MISO) algorithm which
optimizes the mean squared difference between the subtraction target and the predicted
coupled noise from multiple witnesses, taking the correlations between the witnesses
themselves into account. Time domain Wiener filtering has been used successfully in
terrestrial gravitational-wave detectors to enhance the performance of the vibration iso-
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lation system[64] and reduce the influence of local gravitational field fluctuations[65].
We also find the representation of the Wiener filter in the frequency domain[66] use-
ful; in the single witness case, this is identical to the usual concept of frequency-domain
coherence, and so it is also referred to as MISO coherence.
This chapter will describe the manner in which auxiliary signals were used post-facto
to estimate noise couplings that existed during the gravitational wave events in O1, and
thereafter regress and subtract that noise from the recorded strain data using Wiener fil-
ters. It will describe the algorithms used for calculating and characterizing noise cou-
plings from recorded aLIGO data, and how these were validated to not corrupt or bias
the resultant estimates of the astrophysical source parameters. It will detail the sensitivity
improvement that results from this subtraction and the consequent improvement in the
confidence in the estimates of the source parameters of GW150914. It will also describe
ongoing efforts to extend these regression techniques tomore complicatednonlinear cou-
plings.
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5.2 Foundations
5.2.1 Additive Signal Regression
Any procedure that alters the gravitational wave strain data must be carefully considered
for biases or distortions that may be introduced, as these may corrupt the validity of the
astrophysical information inferred from thedata. In this section,wewill examine the con-
ditions that allow us to perform regression of unwanted noises whilemaintaining fidelity
to the astrophysical signals. This consideration is similar to that found in Schölkopf
et al. [67].
Wewill consider independent physical processes andquantities xi whichhave some causal
additive relationship to a set of observed variables y j . The influence on the variables may
be through nonlinear, frequency dependent, and time-varying functions of the underly-
ing quantities, and may also contain independent additive noise. I.e.
y j B
∑
i
fi, j(xi) + Nj (5.1)
where the fn,i are the arbitrary coupling functions, and the Nj are independent noise
processes on the y j variables themselves.
Let us now consider a simple case which will provides the simplest analog to our applica-
tions: with two underlying processes, x0 = h and x1 = g, which influence y0 and y1 (see
Figure 5.2). We are interested in obtaining the best possible estimate of h, whose influ-
ence is only recorded in y0. However, a process g also influences y0, yet is independently
witnessed in y1.
Without loss of generality, let us assume fh,0 = 1, as this is in practice accomplished by
the calibration of the instrument. Then, we would ideally reconstruct h in the absence
of noise via
h = y0 − fg,0 (g)
= y0 − fg,0
(
f −1g,1 (y1)
)
(5.2)
So, we seek to somehow create a functionW1,0(y1) that approximates fg,0
(
f −1g,1 (y1)
)
, and
thereby provides an improved estimate of h:
h˜ B y0 −W1,0(y1) (5.3)
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h
Figure 5.2: Simple additive signal model
In the presence of the noise terms, then
h˜ = h + fg,0(g) + N0 −W1,0
(
fg,1 (g) + N1
)
(5.4)
Since y1 is completely independent of h, there is no danger of h˜ having different depen-
dence on h than y0 for any choice ofW .
Since h and g are completely independent processes, the only way to reliably reduce a
metric of power or amplitude in h˜ by the subtraction ofW1,0(y1) from y0 is by coherently
negating the contribution of fg,0(g), even though there is no immediate causal relation-
ship between y1 and y0. This affords us the freedom to attempt any and all regression
techniques to attempt to predict values of y0 from y1, subject to tests of stability and
over-fitting.
This simple case translates well to the case of interferometric gravitational wave detectors
where the interferometer output signal is unique in that it can conceivably be influenced
by space-time strain fluctuations, and is also subject to other influences which may be
observed by other auxiliary sensors and signals in the instrument and facility.
Thus, we may construct W functions to predict the values of an instrument’s output,
leaving h˜ as the residual of this regression, provided the following conditions on the aux-
iliary signals are met:
• The signal is truly independent on the gravitational wave strain. This would in-
validate the starting assumption in Equation 5.1. In practice, this means we must
exclude “unsafe” signals that are involved in the feedback control of the interfer-
ometer’s differential arm degree of freedom, or otherwise in the recording of the
instrument’s output.
• The functions to be approximated exist and are part of the set of functions that
may be regressed by the chosen technique (or can be well approximated by mem-
bers of this set).
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• The noises in the auxiliary sensors must be low enough, such that even applying a
perfectly estimatedW still leads in reduction of noise in the output signal. I.e., if
W1,0 in Equation 5.4 is perfectly estimated, it follows that:
h˜ = h + N0 + fg,0
(
f −1g,1 (N1)
)
(5.5)
This eradicates any benefit of the regression if N1 is of sufficient magnitude.
5.2.2 Wiener Filtering
In this section, we will describe the origin of the time and frequency domain represen-
tations of the Wiener Filter, a method for optimal estimation of signal couplings. More
detailed and rigorous derivations can be found inWiener [63] andAllen et al. [66].
When diagnosing the noise performance of our instruments, we often examine the signal
content in the frequency domain, as the overall signal power present in the interferometer
output is dominated by low frequency seismic motion outside of the primary sensitive
band. Hence, we will begin by describing how we may subtracted correlated signals in
the frequency domain.
We will represent the subtraction “target” as y, a signal that contains some underlying
signal of interest (i.e. the gravitational wave strain) in addition to various noise sources.
Our “witnesses”, xi are some set of other signals that may contain information about the
target’s noise terms, but not the desired signal (as represented in Figure 5.2). This is a crit-
ical convenience afforded to us by our confidence that true gravitational wave strain sig-
nals are uniquely present in themain readout signal of the interferometer; any attempted
noise subtraction from a combination of witness signals may only increase or reduce the
influence of noise terms, and cannot fundamentally alter any present strain signals.
The frequency domain representations of the signal content of the target andwitness sig-
nals are given by their discrete Fourier transforms (DFT), y˜k and x˜ki , where the k index
refers to a specific DFT frequency. The power spectral density of our signals is propor-
tional to the squared amplitude of the complex DFT values. We frame subtraction in
the frequency domain as finding a set of complex coupling constants, w˜ki that predicts
values of y˜k from the x˜ki such that the squared amplitude of the difference between the
prediction, z˜k and target is minimized.
That is,
z˜k B
∑
i
w˜ki x˜
k
i (5.6)
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where the w˜ki are found by solving
∂
∂w˜ki
〈e˜∗k e˜k〉 = 0 (5.7)
where is the subtraction residual e˜k B y˜k − z˜k and brackets indicate averaging the
quantity over subsequent DFT of windowed segments of the time domain signals, as in
Welch’s method of PSD estimation. (This is necessary because, for a single set of DFTs,
one could arrange any linear combination of arbitrary witness DFT values to reconstruct
the y˜k through a suitable choice of w˜ki even if the witnesses were truly uncorrelated.)
For uncorrelated signals, one would expect that 〈x˜∗k y˜k〉 would be zero, as this is related
to the cross spectrum of the signals. Heuristically, we can imagine that Equation 5.7 will
be satisfied when the is zero correlation between any of the witnesses and the subtraction
residual, as any non-zero correlation would imply that the magnitude of the subtraction
residual could be reduced by an additional contribution from the witness.
We will write this condition for each x˜ki as:
0 = 〈x˜∗ki e˜k〉 (5.8)
= 〈x˜∗ki y˜k〉 − 〈x˜∗ki
∑
j
w˜kj x˜ j
k〉 (5.9)
⇒ 〈x˜∗ki y˜k〉 =
∑
j
〈x˜∗ki x˜ j k〉w˜kj (5.10)
Wemay use vector notation to summarize and solve this set of equations at the frequency
bin specified by k . We define:
wi B w˜ki (5.11)
pi B 〈x˜∗ki e˜k〉 (5.12)
Ri j B 〈x˜∗ki x˜kj 〉 (5.13)
Here, R contains terms proportional to the power and cross spectra of the witnesses,
while p contains the cross spectra of the witnesses with the target. This allows us to write
Equation 5.10 as:
p = Rw (5.14)
⇒ w = R−1p (5.15)
This is the frequency domain representation of the Wiener filter. Qualitatively, Equa-
tion 5.15 ensures that we account for the correlations between the witnesses themselves
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whenpredicting the overall correlation of the set ofwitnesseswith the target, and thereby
do not attempt to over-count shared correlations. However, this inversion can become
numerically unstable if the witnesses have very high correlations. Computationally, this
system can be solved very quickly for smaller numbers of signals, as it entails the calcula-
tion and inversion of one small matrix independently at each frequency bin of concern.
There is a dual time domain representation of theWiener filter that can be reached from
the frequency domain result using the fact that the complex cross products like x˜∗ki y˜
k are
related to the cross-correlations of the time series via the DFT. In the time domain, the
Wiener filters are truly FIR filter kernels, applied via convolution:
z[n] B
∑
i
(wi ∗ xi)[n] =
∑
i, j
wi[ j]xi[n − j] (5.16)
Again, we can posit that that we may solve for the Wiener filters by setting the cross-
correlation of the witnesses with the residual to zero at every time lag.
0 = (xi ? e)[n] =
∑
m
xi[n + m]e[m] (5.17)
= xi ? y − xi ?
(∑
j
w j ∗ x j
)
(5.18)
One can construct time domain forms ofw, p,R such that Equation 5.15 is also the solu-
tion, where instead of complex products, one uses cross-correlations. In this case, R is a
block Toeplitz matrix, which makes efficient inversion via the Levinson-Durbin method
possible[68], though this is also numerically sensitive to nearly degenerate signals. An-
other option is equivalently to take the inverse DFT of the Fourier series given by the w˜ki
to find their impulse response, which can be used as a FIR filter kernel.
5.2.3 Parameter Estimation
The objective of observing astrophysical gravitational wave events is to characterize the
systems that gave rise to them. Weuse Bayesian inference tomake quantitative statements
of our knowledge of the binary system parameters that gave rise to an observed signal,
and the uncertainty of those estimates due to noise in the instrument[69]. Black hole
binary (BBH) parameters of interest include the initial and final masses of the systems,
themagnitude and orientation of their spins, and their distance from the Earth. Neutron
star systems will exhibit behavior dependent on their equation of state, which is a very
promising avenue for new discoveries from GWs[70].
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Here, we will briefly describe how the parameter estimation computation is carried out,
and how the regression of excess noise can improve our confidence in the parameter val-
ues. Much greater detail can be found inAbbott et al. [71] andAasi et al. [72] and the
references therein.
Using Bayes’ theorem, we may use our observation of a GW signal in the interferometer
strain data, d, to compute the posterior probability density function (PDF) of the system
parameters,Λ, via:
p(Λ|d) = P(Λ)L(d |Λ)
e(d) (5.19)
P(Λ) is the prior probability on the model parameters, L(d |Λ) is the likelihood of the
data, and e(d) is known as the Bayesian “evidence” and describes the probability of the
data given the model. The evidence is typically used for model selection and enters only
as an overall scaling in parameter estimation.
Assuming the discrete detector data d during on observation time Tcontains the GW
signal and detector noise,
d = h(ΛTrue) + n
the log-likelihood function can be computed as
logL(d |Λ) = − 1
2
(d − h(Λ), d − h(Λ)) (5.20)
where (x, y) is the overlap integral defined by:
(x, y) = 4< ∆ f
∑ x˜∗k y˜k(Λ)
Sn,k
(5.21)
Here, the x˜k terms are the discrete Fourier transforms (DFT) at frequencies fk , and Sn,k
is the detector’s noise power spectral density (PSD) at fk , which is proportional to n˜∗k n˜k .
Weighting this overlap integral by the PSD has the effect of lending greater importance
to regions of lower detector noise relative to the strain signal.
These calculations demand knowledge of the true GW signal that would arise from a set
of parameters, h(ΛTrue), which is most accurately produced by numerical simulations of
general relativity [73]. However, the stochastic sampling techniquesmust generate a very
large number of samples to reach a good approximation of the PDFs, which is not feasi-
ble to perform with dedicated simulations for each sample. To this end, analytical wave-
form models are created that are functions of the source parameters, and are compared
to numerical simulation results to ensure their utility [74]. These models can quickly be
evaluated to produce any desired h(ΛTrue)within their regime of validity.
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Even with the waveform models, the complexity of the parameter space and likelihood
function makes exact calculation of the posterior distributions impractical. This is re-
solved through the use of stochastic sampling techniques, such as Markov Chain Monte
Carlo or nested sampling, which are able to approximate the likelihood function and the
true PDFs [75, 76].
Reducing the backgroundPSDvia off-line noise subtractiondirectly improves parameter
estimation by increasing SNR of the observed strain signal and increasing the likelihood
of waveforms similar to the true strain signal through the likelihood function, allowing
us to place tighter constraints on the properties of the astrophysical system.
In the following sections, wewill primarily examine the affect of noise subtraction on the
estimation of the masses of the black holes that give rise to a GW strain signal. The gravi-
tational wave signal emitted by twomerging black holes is completely determined by the
masses and spins of the black holes themselves, and is typically divided into three phases:
inspiral, merger, and ring-down. The low frequency sensitivity of the detectors primar-
ily improves the fidelity of the inspiral phase of the signal, where the black hole orbital
velocities and gravitational wave frequency are increasing as they approach coalescence.
In the leading order of post-Newtonian theory, the phase evolution of the strain signal
during the inspiral is determined by a quantity called the chirp mass[71]:
M B (m1m2)
3/5
(m1 + m2)1/5
≈ c
3
G
[
5
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pi−8/3 f −11/3 Ûf
]3/5
(5.22)
where f is the instantaneous GW frequency, Ûf is its time derivative, and m1, m2 are the
component masses. The ratio of the black hole masses enters at the next order:
q B
m2
m1
where m2 ≤ m1 (5.23)
The spins of the component black holes also affect the inspiral phase evolution, but also
at higher order.
Thus, the estimation of the chirp mass and, to a lesser degree, the mass ratio provide a
good measure of the fidelity in the observation of the inspiral phase of the GW signal.
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5.3 Methods
The general strategy for efficiently regressing unwanted noise couplings from one inter-
ferometer’s output during a GW event proceeded as follows:
• First, we search for a set of auxiliary signals which have non-negligible and non-
redundant couplings to the strain signal using a “greedy ranking” algorithm, using
the frequency domainWiener filtering approach detailed in Section 5.2.2.
• Time-domain Wiener filters using the chosen signals are trained on a stretch of
data preceding the event, and their performance is validated on a stretch of data
following the event.
• If the regression is stable, the trained filters are applied to data during the time of
the event, resulting in a GW signal with reduced noise which can then be further
analyzed.
This procedurewas validated through comparison of the parameter recovery of hardware
injections, where a gravitational wave signal with knownmodeled source parameters was
physically introduced into the instrument. This section describes the details of how the
above steps were accomplished.
5.3.1 Greedy Ranking
Due to the complexity of the instrument, and the large number of sensors and signals,
it is impractical to examine all available signals without some amount of automation.
In addition, multiple sensors may incidentally witness the same noise coupling, such as
seismometers located near each other. Finally, the computational cost of training time-
domain Wiener filters rises quickly as the number of signals is increased, which greatly
expands the size of the matrices being inverted, and when the signals are strongly corre-
lated, as this makes the cross correlation matrix nearly singular. These aspects motivated
the creation of an algorithm to efficiently identify a small set of mostly uncorrelated wit-
nesses with the greatest potential of efficacious noise regression.
A list of auxiliary signals is specified which is intended to reasonably cover the signals of
potential interest across the interferometer subsystems, such as the various optic suspen-
sions, photodiodes, environmental sensors, feedback control signals, etc., and typically
has approximately 800 entries. Then, each signal is independently evaluated for poten-
tial coherence with the strain signal in the frequency domain over some frequency band
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of interest. The signals are sorted by the integrated coherence over the band, and the
top ranked signal is added to list of subtraction candidates. Next, each signal is evaluated
again for coherence with the strain signal, but in combination with the first candidate,
so that the resultant ranking reflects the signal whose inclusion provides the greatest in-
crease in integrated MISO coherence over the band of interest — i.e. “greedy ranking”.
Another possible metric would be to decreased the total signal power in the frequency
range of interest, but this was found to bias the selection to channels that had incidental
correlation to power line harmonics or other instrumental lines.
With this scheme, the inclusion of redundant signals is not favored, as their inclusion
would add negligible marginal increase to the totalMISO coherence. In this manner, the
list of subtraction candidates grows, until no appreciable improvement is seen from the
inclusion of additional signals — usually no more than five witnesses in the periods of
time examined.
5.3.2 Wiener Filter Training and Evaluation
This reduction of the witness space from ≈800 to ≈5makes the application of the time-
domain Wiener filter feasible. Up to one hour each of training and validation data, sub-
ject to the interferometer status, is used to ensure that the filters are not over-fitting and
reliably result in a decrease in noise power in the strain signal.
The high frequency noise performance in the detectors is generally well understood [5],
consisting mostly of shot noise and harmonic lines that are not well witnessed by envi-
ronmental sensors. Then, since most of the observed noise couplings occur at lower fre-
quencies, the training data can safely be down-sampled to amanageable frequency to save
computation time. The resultant Wiener filters will only be applicable for signals at this
lowered sampling frequency, but the resultant prediction of the witness’ noise contribu-
tion can be up-sampled and subtracted from the full rate strain signal, with appropriate
anti-imaging filtering.
As shown in Section 5.2.2, the time domainWiener filter is optimal in the sense of reduc-
ing the RMS difference between the target and prediction. However, the unavoidable
seismic noise below 10Hz makes total RMS of the strain signal a poor metric. Thus,
when training time domainWiener filtering, we employ a frequency selective filter to the
witness and target signals, tomake a certain target frequency band the dominant contrib-
utor to the filtered signal RMS before training the Wiener filters. Since this weighting
pre-filter and the trained filters are linear, their effects commute; this means the trained
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filters are equally valid on the unweighted signals. In this manner, we are able to exert
some frequency selectivity to the training of theWiener filters. In the results that follow,
when a target frequency band is chosen, the weighting filter implemented is: an eighth
orderChebyshev type I high-pass filterwith a characteristic frequency of the lower bound
to mitigate the large amount of low frequency signal power, and a second order Butter-
worth low-pass filter at the upper frequency bound.
The performance of the trained filters on the validation data can be compared to the
subtraction prediction from the MISO coherence of the validation data, which can give
an indication of whether the coupling has changed over the timescale of the data sets and
whether the filter response necessary to achieve the predicted subtraction is realizable as
a causal FIR filter. An example of this comparison can be seen in Figure 5.6.
If the performance of the trained filters is satisfactory, they are then applied to the strain
data during the time of interest when a GW event or event candidate was recorded to
produce a new strain time series which should have increased fidelity to the gravitational
wave strain signal incident on the instrument.
The parameter estimation analysis also makes a further method of subtraction valida-
tion possible for specific waveforms and instrument states. Excitations are periodically
intentionally injected into the interferometers in a way that mimics a astrophysical grav-
itational wave. This is used the characterize and calibrate the instrument, as well as to
test parts of the data acquisition and analysis pipelines [77]. These injection waveforms
are calculated from some set of known source parameters, which is used to test the pa-
rameter estimation analyses. Thus, we can test whether this noise subtraction scheme
is legitimately reducing unwanted technical noise without distorting the measured GW
signals by performing the same subtraction, and checking that the resultant posterior
parameter estimation distributions are consistent with those from the pre-subtraction
strain signal are not significantly biased away from the known injected parameters. Tests
for waveforms resembling GW150914 will be shown in Section 5.4.2.
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5.4 Noise Subtraction Applied to GW150914
The procedure outline above was carried out for both the Hanford and Livingston ob-
servatories for the black hole binary merger GW150914, the first confirmed observation
of gravitational waves [6]. This sectionwill detail the results of the individual steps taken
to produce cleaned strain time series for both detectors and the resultant improvement
in the astrophysical parameter estimation of the binary black hole system that generated
the signal.
5.4.1 Observed noise couplings
The time intervals chosen for analysis around GW150914 are shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Time intervals used for GW150914 noise subtraction analysis
Start Time (UTC) Duration
Training Sep 14 9:06:23 2015 2600 s
Validation Sep 14 9:50:53 2015 3600 s
Event Sep 14 9:50:45 2015 —
Hanford
The primary noise coupling that was identified by the greedy rankingwas a known prob-
lem of excess vibration on the input optics periscope where the PSL laser is sent into the
vacuum system. While this coupling was later manually mitigated in the hardware [78],
the interferometric alignment sensors accurately witnessed the same vibration, leading to
coherence with the strain channel. In addition, there remained some residual coupling
of the short Michelson signal due to small errors in the online feed-forward subtraction.
Exploring multiple frequency bands, no significant couplings were found above 400Hz,
leading to the final choice of 20–400Hz as the target region for the subtraction. The
specific channel names are shown in Table 5.2, and the noise contributions are visualized
in Figure 5.3.
Livingston
The prediction for noise subtraction from the Livingston data is more focused at lower
frequencies, which is more useful for resolving the initial inspiral phase of a binary black
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hole merger signal. At the time of GW150914, the background noise of the Livingston
detector included a reasonable contribution from excess angular controls noise at low
frequencies, due to imperfect centering of the resonant cavity mode on the test masses
leading to a direct coupling of mirror angular motion to a phase shift on the carrier light.
Thus, the angular control signals were identified by the greedy ranking as having signif-
icant contributions. Smaller contributions were identified from auxiliary cavity length
and seismic isolation signals. A ground tilt sensor was also identified as a useful witness,
but for a harmonic comb due to a electronics rack power supply rather than ground tilt.
No significant noise couplings were observed over ≈70Hz, leading to a target frequency
band of 20–70Hz. The specific channel names are shown in Table 5.2, and the noise
contributions are visualized in Figure 5.4.
Table 5.2: Channels identified by the greedy ranking algorithm.
Channel Description
Hanford
H1:IMC-WFS_B_I_YAW_OUT_DQ Input Mode Cleaner Alignment
H1:LSC-POP_A_RF45_Q_ERR_DQ MICH length
Livingston
L1:SUS-ETMX_L3_LOCK_Y_IN1_DQ ETMX yaw angular control
L1:SUS-ITMX_L3_LOCK_P_IN1_DQ ITMX pitch angular control
L1:LSC-POP_A_RF45_I_ERR_DQ PRC length
L1:PEM-EY_TILT_VEA_FLOOR_T_DQ Y-End Ground Tilt-meter
L1:ISI-ITMY_ST1_BLND_Y_T240_CUR_IN1_DQ ITMY Chamber Seismic
Isolation Seismometer
5.4.2 Validation
Once the greedy ranking had produced a list of subtraction candidates, time domain
Wiener filters were trained, and their performance compared favorably to the MISO co-
herence subtraction prediction during the validation data set; see Figures 5.5 and 5.6. The
mismatch in the low frequency subtraction in the Livingston data is likely due to the
change in the angle to length coupling that arises when the beam spot position changes;
since the beam spots were not under active stabilization at the time, they would slowly
drift. Nevertheless, the trained filters are still able to significantly reduce the background
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Figure 5.3: Results of Greedy Ranking Search for theHanford aLIGOObservatory. The
bottom subplot is a stacked visualization of the contributions of each chosen signal to the
overall coherence of the set to the strain signal. I.e., the portionof the stack corresponding
to a signal is the increase in coherence at that frequency that accompanies its inclusion in
the set of subtraction witnesses.
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Figure 5.4: Results of Greedy Ranking Search for the Livingston aLIGO Observatory.
The bottom subplot is a stacked visualization of the contributions of each chosen signal
to the overall coherence of the set to the strain signal. I.e., the portion of the stack cor-
responding to a signal is the increase in coherence at that frequency that accompanies its
inclusion in the set of subtraction witnesses.
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Figure 5.5: PSDs of H1 Wiener Filter Validation around GW150914. The cleaned data
exhibits an increase from 281Mpc to 285Mpc in the angle-averaged inspiral range for a
30M and 35M BBHmerger.
noise at low frequencies without injecting additional noise, which suggests that the filters
have accurately captured real physical couplings without over-fitting.
As mentioned previously, hardware injections were used to verify that the noise subtrac-
tion did not introduce any distortion of the gravitationalwave signal or bias in the param-
eter estimation. Conveniently for our purposes, a number of hardware injections were
coincidentally performed at both aLIGO observatories not long after GW150914 with
waveforms generated with source parameters based on initial estimates of the maximum
likelihood parameters of GW150914 itself. The detectors were in a similar enough con-
figuration as when GW150914 occurred that the channels listed above still captured the
same couplings. Thus, to test the noise subtraction procedure, Wiener filters were cal-
culated and applied to each hardware injection, whereafter comparisons in the results of
the parameter estimation could be made. Figure 5.7 shows one result of these compar-
isons, where it can be seen that the posterior probability estimate of the system’s chirp
mass derived from the cleaned data is more centered on the injected value.
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Figure 5.6: PSDs of L1 Wiener Filter Validation around GW150914. The cleaned data
exhibits an increase from 216Mpc to 244Mpc in the angle-averaged inspiral range for a
30M and 35M BBHmerger.
5.4.3 Effects on GW150914 Parameter Estimation
Confident in the results of the validation tests, the trained Wiener filters were applied
to the strain data during GW150914. Figure 5.8 shows a comparison of the cleaned and
original time series, in which the low frequency noise in the Livingston data can be seen
to differ. Figure 5.9 compares the resultant posterior probability densities for the black
hole binary chirp mass and mass ratio, while Figure 5.10 shows a similar plot for the final
black hole mass and spin. Table 5.3 summarizes the parameter estimation results of the
cleanedGW150914 data, and compares it with the results from the original recorded data.
Broadly speaking, there is a decrease in the span of the parameter confidence intervals
commensuratewith the increase of signal SNR in the cleaned data, and themedian values
are consistent with the original data. Given that the majority of the SNR improvement
came from the low frequency noise of the L1 interferometer, it is not surprising that the
chirpmass estimate is particularly improved, as its value is themain influence in the lower
frequency inspiral phase of the GW signal. The source redshift and distance are gener-
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of parameter estimation posterior distributions for aGW150914-
like hardware injectionwith known source parameters. The 2D colored outlines indicate
the contours of the 90% credible regions of the two PDF estimates.
ally functions of timing and triangulation, and not strongly SNR limited with only two
running detectors, so it is not surprising that those parameters are largely unaffected by
the subtraction.
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Table 5.3: Comparison of GW150914 Parameter Estimation Results, using the IMRPhe-
nomPV2 waveform models [74]. Values reported are the medians of the 1D posterior
probability distributions as well as the symmetric 90% credible interval. ∆CI represents
the relative change in the span of the 90% confidence interval; where a positive value
indicates a narrower interval.The stated figures for the original data differs slightly from
the values given in Abbott et al. [71], as they do not include the uncertainty model of
the interferometer calibration used at that time, which is now known to be a significant
overestimate. The inclusion of this calibration model obscures the reduced uncertainty
from the noise subtraction.
Quantity Original Cleaned ∆CI
L1 Optimal SNR 13.9 14.5
H1 Optimal SNR 20.9 22.3
Optimal Network SNR 25.1 26.6
Detector-frame Total MassM/M 71.2+3.2−3.2 71.9+3.0−2.6 12.2%
Detector-frame ChirpMassM/M 30.8+1.4−1.5 31.1+1.3−1.2 14.7%
Detector-frame Primary Massm1/M 38.4+5.2−3.2 38.4+4.7−2.8 10.5%
Detector-frame Secondary Massm2/M 32.7+3.1−4.8 33.5+2.6−4.2 14.0%
Detector-frame Final MassM f /M 67.9+2.9−2.9 68.5+2.7−2.4 11.5%
Source-frame Total Mass M source/M 65.3+3.3−3.0 65.4+3.3−2.6 7.1%
Source-frame ChirpMassMsource/M 28.2+1.5−1.4 28.3+1.4−1.1 9.1%
Source-frame Primary Massmsource1 /M 35.4+4.8−3.0 35.0+4.4−2.6 11.1%
Source-frame Secondary Massmsource2 /M 29.9+3.0−4.4 30.4+2.6−3.7 13.8%
Source-frame Final Mass M sourcef /M 62.2+3.1−2.7 62.3+3.1−2.4 7.0%
Mass Ratio q 0.85+0.13−0.20 0.88
+0.11
−0.19 11.9%
Effective Inspiral Spin Parameter χeff −0.043+0.101−0.123 −0.022+0.096−0.096 14.1%
Primary SpinMagnitude a1 0.288+0.539−0.263 0.318
+0.502
−0.291 1.1%
Secondary SpinMagnitude a2 0.335+0.554−0.304 0.295
+0.580
−0.271 0.9%
Final Spin af 0.669+0.035−0.048 0.676
+0.033
−0.037 16.4%
Luminosity Distance DL/Mpc 433+129−160 483+104−186 −0.3%
Source Redshift z 0.092+0.025−0.033 0.102
+0.020
−0.038 0.3%
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of Filtered 150914 time series. The signal has been band-passed
at 25–400Hz and notched at multiple instrumental line frequencies.
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Figure 5.9: Improvement of GW150914 detector-frame componentmass posterior PDFs.
The mass ratio q is defined as m1m2 where m1 < m2 by convention; this leads to the sharp
cut-off at q = 1. The 2D colored outlines indicate the contours of the 90% credible
regions of the two PDF estimates.
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2D colored outlines indicate the contours of the 90% credible regions of the two PDF
estimates.
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5.5 Nonlinear Noise and Regression
Naturally, linear couplings of external disturbances into the gravitational wave strain
readout are a subset of the full dynamics of the detectors. There are many known non-
linear couplingmechanisms, and surely more exists which have not been fully accounted
for. The functional forms can vary greatly, and even modest uncertainty in the parame-
ters involved can make it impractical to reconstruct and regress the unwanted noise.
Recent popular successes in the use of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) for classifica-
tion and regression problems has prompted work into developing techniques for per-
forming nonlinear regression in the interferometer data that does not require precise a
priori knowledge of all of the system parameters.
In this section, we will detail some particular nonlinear noise sources that are relevant
for the current performance of the aLIGO detectors, and the ongoing efforts to develop
automated regression techniques that can be put to use for off-line noise subtraction, in
a manner similar to the previous section.
5.5.1 KnownNonlinear Noise Sources
Scattered Light
It has been known for some time that the existence of scattered light within the vacuum
envelope of a gravitational wave interferometer can degrade the sensitivity [79]. Optical
elements of the instrument will invariably have surface defects, which scatter some small
amount of light out of the main resonant mode of the interferometer. This light may in-
teract with elements which aremovingmuchmore than the carefully isolated testmasses,
such as the vacuum chamber walls or the active seismic isolation tables, and its phase and
amplitude thereby modulated by this motion. If, in turn, the moving element reflects
some of this scattered light back into the resonant light in the primary interferometer
mode, they may interfere in such a way that the modulation due to the moving elements
is imprinted on the strain readout. If the amplitude of the scattering source’s motion is
larger than the laser wavelength, the modulation will be strongly nonlinear, wrapping
over 2pi. This has been a major concern in the design in construction of the LIGO and
VIRGO instruments[80, 81].
The precise nature of the coupling of the scattered light into the gravitational wave strain
readout depends on where in the optical system the scattering is taking place, and the in-
strument’s response to amplitude andphasemodulation to the light at that point. In [81],
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the authors show that the phase and amplitude noises can generically be written as
nφ(t) =
√
Ps
Pin
sin (φ0 + φr(t)) (5.24)
δP
P
(t) =
√
Ps
Pin
cos (φ0 + φr(t)) (5.25)
where Pin is the power in the interferometer field, Ps is the power in the field that has
scattered out and back into the main field, φ0 is the static (or average) propagation phase
traversed between the interferometer and the scattering object, and φr(t) encodes the
phase of the field due to motion of the scattering object via
φr(t) = 4pi
λ
zr(t) (5.26)
(This assumes that PsPin  1.)
In the case of aLIGO, the functional form of the scattering around the Output Mode
Cleaner (OMC) is considered in Martynov [13]. Here, light that scatters off of the
HAM6 chamber walls or other nearby elements will interfere with the static field present
on the DC readout photodiodes in a phase sensitive manner. φr in this case may contain
low frequencymotionon the order ofmultiplewavelengths corresponding to themotion
of theOMC suspension and high frequencymotion of the chamberwall smaller than the
wavelength. Thus, the noise may take on the general form of
φr(t) = 4pi
λ
(
Ll f (t) + Lh f (t)
)
B φl f (t) + φh f (t) (5.27)
→ n(t) ∝ cos [eφl f (t) (1 + φh f (t)) ] (5.28)
The proportionality of this functional form furthermore depends on Ps, which may, it-
self, vary with the low frequencymotion of suspended elements. Throughmeasurement
of the motion of various interferometer elements, via seismic isolation and suspension
sensors and accelerometers on the vacuum chambers, it may in principle be possible to
reconstruct this signal. However, quantities such as φ0 and Ps are difficult to know, and
there may be some frequency dependent relationship between motion sensors and the
actual motion causing the light modulation. This complicates regression significantly.
Bilinear Angular Noise
Precise alignment sensing and control (ASC) of the interferometer mirrors is critical for
sustained operation of aLIGO observatories; seismic and tidal forces are continuously
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changing, and the active seismic isolation platforms move relative to each other. While
interferometric wavefront sensors are used to control and stabilize important alignment
degrees of freedom [13, 19, 82], there will always be some degree of residual angular mo-
tion. Phase shifts of the laser light within the interferometer arm cavities are caused by
motion of the testmassmirror surface that is perpendicular to the incident beam, and are
apparent in the gravitationalwave strain readout. Thus, any angularmotionof a testmass
will impart a phase shift on the light as long as the beam spot is not exactly positioned on
the center of rotation; the offset acts as a lever arm causing a so-called “bilinear” coupling
of the spot position and mirror angle to perceived length fluctuation.
δx = xspotδθ (5.29)
This means that if the beam spot has a stable offset from the center of rotation there is a
direct linear coupling of angular motion to the strain readout.
The relative strength of the test mass actuators is adjusted in an attempt to co-locate the
center of the angular control torque with the beam spots to cancel the linear coupling of
ASC control signals to the strain readout. However, this procedure is of finite precision,
anduncontrolled degrees of freedommay cause the average beam spot position to acquire
a constant offset from the center of actuation; this is the cause of the linear couplings seen
inprevious sections. However, even if the beam spot is centered on average, Equation 5.29
will be non-zero due to the residual motion of the beam spot and the necessary control
torque.
Using bilinear combinations of signals has previously proven successful in predicting a
subset of transient glitches [83], but a time series regression has not been attempted un-
til recently. While the functional form in Equation 5.29 is simple, there are some un-
knowns factors between the true physical values of the relevant quantities and the signals
at our disposal. While many sensors monitor beam spot motion, the true zero point cor-
responding to the center of rotation is not inherently known. In addition, the known an-
gular control signals, which are applied to intermediate stages of the mirror suspensions,
traverse an opto-mechanical transfer function that depends on themechanical properties
of the suspension and thepower dependent angular radiationpressure dynamics [84]. Fi-
nally, there will be a bilinear noise contribution from each test mass, but the beam spot
motion on all four is correlated through the radiation pressure effects, so any successful
regression routine will have to be robust against these degeneracies.
Mock data generation codes were written in order to facilitate repeatable testing of non-
linear regression systems, with background noise levels corresponding to recent aLIGO
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Figure 5.11: Amplitude spectral density ofmock scatter andbilinear noises. Abackground
corresponding to the quantum noise levels is included in all cases, whose noise power
cannot be reduced through regression.
sensitivity. The unknown parameters involved were chosen in such a way tomake the re-
sultant total noise spectrum consistent with observations. Representative noise spectra
can be seen in Figure 5.11.
5.5.2 Deep Neural Networks for Regression
Artificial neural networks (ANNs), are computational structures inspired by the inter-
connectivity of neurons in biological brains. Themultitude of interconnected “neurons”
represent weighted sums of inputs applied to nonlinear “activation functions” (see Fig-
ure 5.12 for a schematic representation). Eachneuronhasmany free parameters associated,
making the network a high-dimensional function of its inputs. For some time, it has been
known that these complex structures are capable of nonlinear function approximation, if
there are a suitable number of neurons[85]. Thus, it is natural to imagine usingnumerical
optimization techniques to try and fit, or “learn,” the free parameters such that a desired
functional output given some known inputs can be reproduced; a popular technique for
ANNs is the back-propagationmethod [86], inwhich themulti-dimensional gradient of
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Figure 5.12: Schematic representation of the neural network used for nonlinear regres-
sion. The inputs consist of a window of past samples of (potentially multiple) witness
channels, with a target output of single strain channel sample yn. Each circle represents a
“neuron”, in which the sum of the neuron inputs in multiplied by weighting coefficients
wn with a bias b is used as the input to a nonlinear activation function f to calculate the
neuron’s output. The weights and biases are varied and optimized tominimize the RMS
difference between the network outputs and the recorded strain signal.
the loss function (or estimation error) with respect to all of the free network parameters
is efficiently calculated. Using an ANN for function approximation or regression in this
manner falls under the category of “supervised learning,” as the desired output for a set
of inputs is known ahead of time.
Recently, the use of ANNs for supervised learning tasks has seen an explosion of suc-
cess and popularity; so-called “deep” learning uses many intermediate “hidden” neuron
layers that require computing power that was not readily available whenANNswere ini-
tially considered. However, the vast freedom in choices of network layer number, neuron
number, activation function, and a multitude of “hyper-parameters” can make it chal-
lenging to construct an ANN that converges in finite time, if at all.
It is hoped that deepANNs are suitable for the regression of problematic nonlinear noise
sources in LIGO data, as described in Section 5.5.1. This work is ongoing at the time of
writing, but preliminary results with mocked strain data is encouraging.
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The simplest model one could think of would be to use a network where the inputs are
individual samples from each candidate signals, and the output is individual strain sam-
ples. However, since there are nontrivial frequency-domain dynamics at play in these
couplings, this would not be enough information to predict real noise couplings. Equiv-
alently, one can imagine that single input samples are not enough to estimate derivatives
or integrals that may represent relevant conjugate dynamical variables that are necessary
for accurate regression. Thus, similar to the FIR filter kernel nature of linear time-domain
Wiener filters, we have used ANN structures where the input vector is a concatenated se-
ries of finite length time windows of the past values of the various candidate signals.
This also facilitates themixture of signals with different characteristic time scales, as there
is no strict requirement that all of the input signals must be at the same sampling fre-
quency. This is useful for the bilinear noise case, in which the relevant physical beam
spot motion is only sensed from 0.1–0.3Hz, and the relevant angular motion is in the
audio band.
As with any regression routine, separate data sets are used for training and validation of
the predictions. Similar to the time-domainWiener filter, the quantity being optimized is
themean squared error (MSE) between the target (strain date) and the prediction (ANN
output). Thus, it is important to define appropriate frequency selective pre-filters to en-
sure that the majority of the MSE comes from the frequency band of interest. Typical
activation functions and initializers for starting ANN parameters also generally expect
the input and target data to be roughly zeromean, unity variance quantities. However, it
is not particularly challenging to perform the normalization and pre-filtering in an easily
invertible manner, such that the trained network prediction can be converted back into
real physical units.
Figure 5.13 shows the loss evolution for the training of an ANN to regress the bilinear
noise from four independent beam spot and angular motion noise contributions, using
witness signals that contain independent sensing noise terms. It can be seen that the loss
on the training and validation sets is monotonically decreasing, though they do not reach
the minimum level that would be achieved by perfect regression without noise injection.
The network receives 0.25 s of each witness signal to predict each individual strain sam-
ple; the angular control and strain signals are sampled at 256Hzwhile the beam spotmo-
tion signals are down-sampled to 32Hz. Seven fully connected neuron layers were used,
the input layer having an equal number of neurons as the input channel, and subsequent
layers according to ni = 27−i , such that the final output layer consists of a single neuron.
The final layer used a linear activation function, whereas all others used the “exponential
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Figure 5.13: Mean squared error in Neural Network predictions for the bilinear noise
coupling of four uncorrelated beam spots as a function of training epoch. The regression
performance on test data that has not been used for training consistently decreases as
training progresses, indicating that the network is not over-fitting to to the training data.
linear unit” as the activation function, defined as:
f (x) =

x if x >= 0
exp(x) − 1 otherwise
(5.30)
Figure 5.14 shows the spectral density of the achieved noise subtraction, which reaches
factors of 10–20 in the noisiest regime, though some injection is present above 20Hz.
This injection varies considerably with the specific cost pre-filter being used.
These preliminary results are certainly encouraging, and further work into optimization
of ANN network hyper-parameters is ongoing, in addition to the application of ANN
regression networks to real interferometer data. Additionally, alternate network units
are being explored, such as recurrent LSTM cells [87], which use previous time steps’
outputs as inputs thereby having a form of memory that may make the time-window
scheme described above unnecessary.
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that the ANN is adding new regression capabilities.
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5.6 FutureWork
Going forward, it is evident that noise regression efforts are worth pursuing further.
Given the great cost associated with the design, construction, commissioning, and analy-
sis of the LIGO interferometers, being able to reliably improve the data quality through
semi-automated processes will ensure a greater science return on the investment of the
scientific community and the public.
Future avenues of application could be to perform training of linear subtraction filters in
a low-latencymanner, such that a cleaned strain time series could be consistently available
not long after the raw data is recorded. Running regressions in a constant onlinemanner
would also facilitate the use of cleaned data in the LIGO search pipelines, which require
the use of the entire run’s data to properly estimate the statistical significance of events
over the background.
The prospects of re-running searches on previous data would be especially promising
if successful nonlinear regression routines are developed, as scattering noise was known
to be a significant hindrance to the sensitivity of the aLIGO detectors during the first
observing run. In this case, it may be possible for event candidates like LVT151012 could
be promoted to fully confident detections.
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Appendix A
Delay-line Frequency
Discriminator Analysis
Here, we will analyze the response and sensitivity of the Delay-line Frequency Discrim-
inator (DFD) scheme used in the 40m ALS system in a manner analogous to the treat-
ment in Phase Noise Characterization OfMicrowave Oscillators [88], withmodifications
reflecting the dual quadrature demodulation and digital phase tracker employed at the
40m.
We begin with the RF signal with nominal beat frequency ΩB and some time-varying
phase fluctuations φ(t):
VB(t) = V0 cos (ΩBt + φ(t)) (A.1)
We are ultimately concerned with the fluctuations of the beat frequency:
∆FB(t) B 12pi
dφ
dt
(A.2)
Here, the capital F is used to distinguish the RF beat frequency from the later use of f
for the Fourier frequency of its variations.
VB(t) is sent into an RF power splitter. One of the split components is then delayed by
a time τ before mixed with the non-delayed signal in two mixers 90° out of phase with
each other, labelled I and Q. So, we can write the L and R inputs to the mixers as:
VL(t) =VL cos (ΩBt + φ(t)) (A.3)
VR,I(t) =AVL cos (ΩB(t − τ) + φ(t − τ))) (A.4)
VR,Q(t) =AVL sin (ΩB(t − τ) + φ(t − τ))) (A.5)
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Figure A.1: Schematic of Delay-line Frequency Discriminator used to track optical beat
frequency fluctuations in the 40m prototype ALS system.
Here, A refers to the power lost by transmission through the coaxial delay line cabling.
The signals are thenmixed in anRFmixerwith conversion efficiency  . After low-passing
the mixer IF outputs to eliminate the higher harmonics, we obtain the resultant demod-
ulated signalsVI(t) andVQ(t):
VI(t) =AVL cos [ΩBτ + φ(t) − φ(t − τ)] (A.6)
VQ(t) = − AVL sin [ΩBτ + φ(t) − φ(t − τ)] (A.7)
We may write this in terms of ∆FB using
φ(t) − φ(t − τ) =
∫ t
t−τ
dt 2pi∆FB(t) (A.8)
If we assume that ∆FB(t) is band-limited such that the maximum frequency of interest
is much lower than τ−1, we may treat ∆FB(t) as roughly constant over timescales of τ.1
This implies
φ(t) − φ(t − τ) =2piτ∆FB(t) (A.9)
VI(t) =AVL cos [ΩBτ + 2piτ∆FB(t)] (A.10)
VQ(t) = − AVL sin [ΩBτ + 2piτ∆FB(t)] (A.11)
These signals are whitened and digitized via ADC into the digital controls system.
In Phase Noise Characterization Of Microwave Oscillators [88], the authors discuss tun-
ing the delay line length such thatΩBτ = (n+ 12 )pi, which results in a linear transduction
of ∆FB toVI when τ |∆FB |  1. However, when the interferometer arm cavities are un-
controlled, the signal may be wrapping through multiple fringes. So, we employ a phase
1If this assumption is not valid, analysis in the frequency domain is still viable, as described in Phase
Noise Characterization Of Microwave Oscillators [88]
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tracker servo in which we digitally rotate VI and VQ by a time varying angle Θ(t) in an
attempt to minimize the amplitude of the new I signal:
V ′I (t) = sin [Θ(t)]VI(t) + cos [Θ(t)]VQ(t) (A.12)
Imagining that through some averaging process, we have determinedΩB well enough to
setΘ = ΩBτ + θ(t), we have:
V ′I (t) = AVL sin [θ(t) + 2piτ∆FB(t)] (A.13)
We can imagine that due to the sin function,V ′I will occasionally exhibit a zero crossing,
around which we can linearise it as
V ′I (t) ≈ AVL [θ(t) + 2piτ∆FB(t)] (A.14)
At this time, we can close a purely digital feedback loop around the rotation, using V ′I
as the error signal; this is the phase-tracker servo. For convenience, let us switch to the
Laplace domain, resulting in
θ˜(s) =K(s)V˜ ′I (s) (A.15)
⇒ (K−1 − AVL)θ˜ =AVL2piτ∆˜FB (A.16)
⇒ θ˜ = G
1 − G2piτ∆˜FB (A.17)
where G(s) BAVlK(s) (A.18)
Equation A.17 is the usual definition of a linear feedback control signal in the Laplace
domain, withG(s) as the open loop gain transfer function. Practically, a digital integrator
(K(s) = K0s ) is sufficient, and the control bandwidth is limitedonlyby the time stepof the
digital control system. A unity gain frequency of 2 kHz is typical at the 40m prototype,
defined by
K0 =
2pi fUGF
AVL
(A.19)
While we considered a hypothetical zero-crossing, the phase tracker is in practice easily
activated at any time. As long as the control bandwidth is sufficient, the phase tracker
will suppress fluctuations ofV ′I (t), keeping the linearity approximation legitimate.
At a few hundred Hz, where we seek to use the DFD output as a length control signal,
1  G, soV ′I ≈ 0 and
θ(t) = −2piτ∆FB(t) (A.20)
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Thus, the phase tracker control signal provides us with an easily calibrated linear signal
for the beat frequency fluctuations, even when these fluctuations are very large; the only
constraint is that the dynamics of ∆FB(t) are at frequencies below f = τ−1, and the
digital control system runs fast enough for stable feedback control.
Equation A.20 seems to imply that the sensitivity of the phase tracker depends only on
the length of the delay, however we have not yet considered the influence of noise. For
instance,V ′I will inherit any voltage noise present inVI andVQ, following Equation A.12,
which will manifest in the phase tracker control signal in the Laplace domain via:
θ˜ =
G
1 − G
[
2piτ∆˜FB +
δV˜
AVL
]
(A.21)
Thus, the signal to noise ratio of the beat note frequency fluctuations to voltage noise
out of the mixer will follow
SNR = 2piτAVL (A.22)
There are two terms with delay-line length dependence here: τ and A. τ = L/v, where
v is usually about 23c in coaxial cable. Commercial coaxial cables usually specify their
attenuation in dB of power lost per unit length Z , following A = 10−LZ/20. So, we see
that there are two competing terms that determine the SNR of the DFD; we can find the
maximum as follows:
SNR ∝ L10− LZ20 (A.23)
⇒ ∂
∂L
SNR ∝ 10−LZ − ln(10)
20
LZ10−LZ (A.24)
⇒ (LZ)max = 20ln(10) ≈ 8.7 dB (A.25)
Thus result means that, all else being equal, the maximum SNR is governed principally
by the loss of the delay line cable and not its length, and achieved at a total delay line
attenuation of 8.7 dB
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